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STAKEHOLDERS WORKSHOP ON LAKE VICTORIA BASIN
AND LVEMP I STOCK TAKING
8TH _10TH SEPTEMBER, 2003 -ARUSHA
As you are already aware. preparations are going on for the Stockholders Workshop on
Lake Victoria Basin and LVEMP I Stock Taking. to be hosted bv the East African
Community (EAC) secretariat in Arusha. from 8th to loth Septe~ber. 2003. Up to 150
participants from different pam of the woild are expected to attend the \\orkshop.
LVEMP (Uganda) was given a slot of 14 people although. overall. some 30 people \\ill
be coming from Uganda.
The objectives of the workshop will be:
• To review progress and lessons learned from LVEMP I
• To develop a concept for LVEMP 2 including key objectives. comments. and
activities.
• To agree on a basic project preparation plan. and
• To discuss bridging period arrangements.
Key inputs to the workshop will be:
• Stocktaking.report and lessons learned from LVEMP 1.
• Report of the Vision and Strategy for Lake Victoria Basin.
• Draft Concept Document for LVEMP 2
While the Vision and Strategy Report is a tinal one. the Regional Stocktaking document.
a copy of which you already have. is a final one to be finalized soon after inclusion of
o 8 AUG 2003
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Science and the Lake Victoria Environment Management Program
(LVEMP); Progress during LVE!\1P 1and Challenges for the Future.
By R.E. Heeky
Executive summary to be added
IlltroductiO/l
In 1996 the World Bank (WB) and Global Environmental Facility (GEF) in
response to a proposal limlJ the three riparian countries around Lake Victoria provided
funding to initiate the Lake Victoria Environmental Management Program in order to
address concerns about detrimental changcs in thc lake cnvironmcnt. The most visible
changes in the lake were dramatic increases in fish yields after the introduction of the
Nile perch, increased algal abundance and reduced transparency, rapid spreading ofthe
exotic water hyacinth, and reduced populations of endemic and native fishes. Less
visible, but in some ways more threatening, were the potential for toxic and microbial
pollution from agrochemicaluse, industrial and municipal efflueuts, toxic algae and
increascs in water borne disease incidence as water quality was dcgraded. All these
changes whether separately, but especially in aggregate, threatened the sustainabilily of
the mai,y beneficial uses of Lake Victoria for fish exports, food production, drinking and
domestic water, agricultural water usc, hydroelectric power production, and
transpmlation. In most cascs. thcre are no altcrnatives (or only very costly altelllatives)
available to replace the beneficial services the lake provides and the loss of these services
would ccrtainly aggravatc the social and economic condition of the riparian peoples.
Therefore the objectives ofLVEMP according to the Staff Appraisal Report (SAR) wcre
to: a) lIIaximize the sustainable benefits to riparian commllilitiesf;'olll using rcsources
within the hase to generate food. employment anrl income, supl'l)' sa(e 1vater, and sustain
(I disease~fi'ce environment; (lnd b) conserve biodiversity and genetic resources for the
benefit of the riparian connnunities and the global comlllunit)'. Thc SAR also recognized
that Victoria was an internationally shared lake that would require a strong and objective
infol111ationbase, effective collaborative management structures and harmonization of
national management programs to efIect agreed upon management objectives and
sustainable use.
Preparation of the next phase of LVEMP is being led by the bank in response to
the request ofthe national govel11ments to continue to strengthen the environmental
management of the Lake Victoria ecosystem that includes the lake, its basin and all the
human activities affecting it. Part of that preparation is a stocktaking of achievements
during the first phase ofLVEMP. LVEMP is a complex project with a broad range of
activities extending from institution building through aquatic research to soil
conservation practice. LVEMP is in fact a response to eoncem about the condition of the
lake by the riparian peoples, but especially as articulated by regional and international
scientists who provide objective measures of the cbanges intbe lake. Science played a
role in the creation ofLVEMP and science is fundamental to LVEMP meeting its long
term objectives of sustainable use of the basin and the lake's resources to insure the
benefits of the lake to present and future generations. As part ofa series ofslocktaking
assessments of LVEMP, this report will review the achievements of science relative to
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the objectivcs and described activilies in the SAR. The focus of this report will be
specifically LVEMP funded activities and research; howevcr, the relevant contributions
of scientific research oulside LVEMP will also be highlighted to thc extent that thcy
contributed to the accomplishmcnt of the LVEMP objectives. This scientific stocktaking
review will start with a short review ofthc role that science gcnerally plays in ecosystcm
management. It will then address the challenges to science posed by the Victoria
ecosystem and systematically the achievements realized under the categories idcntificd in
the SAR: lake biota (and fisheries), water hyacinth, eutrophication and water pollution.
Lastly lhe report will specifically identify: I) activities that require continued support as
monitorah.le indicators of progress in LVEMP, 2) un met requirements residual from the
first phase of LVEMP lhat stiJlneed scicntific rescarch, 3) and emerging issues not fuJly
recognized in the SAR that should be considered in the preparation of the second phase
of LVEMP.
The role ojsciellce ill aqllatic eco.\ystellllllallagelllellt
Thc global scicnce community especially in EUl'Ope and North Amcrica has long
cxperience with many of the issues confronting Lake Victol'ia. Exotic introductions,
eutrophication, and contamination by industrial alll! agrochemical pollution have affeclcd
scvcral of the greatlakcs of North Amcrica as well as many othcr smallcr lakes and w,ller
bodies. These environmcntal changcs,just as in the Victoria basin, werc drivcn by
increasing populations, their necessary activitics, and economic devclopment (Bogue
2000). In the firsl halfofthc last century, thc inlroduetion ofthc sea lamprey into the
North American Great Lakes dccimated native fish populations that wcre already undcr
stress from ovcrexploitation. In the 1960's, Lake Erie was pronounccd to bc "dying",
,md in the early 1970's thc Eric commercial fishcry was c10scd for several )'ears because
of nlcrcury pollution. Most of the North Amcrican Grcat Lakes have fish consumption
advisories reeommcnding against too frcqucnt consumption ofprcdatory Jishes because
of their contaminant burdcns. Man)' of these contaminants arc no longer produced in
Norlh America, but their legacy of contamination will lasl lor several dccades because
they arc efficiently cyclc in lake food wcbs.
Through scicntific studics and the achicvemcnt of seicnce-bascd managcment
objectives, there havc bccn notable succcsscs in managing and recovering evcn large
lakes. For example Lake Eric is alive and Ilourishing today (Sweency 1993).
Eutrophication was reversed, and it eUITently has the most productivc freshwater lake
fishery in the world aner Lake Victoria. Mercury was removcd from many industrial
processes in the industrialized Eric basin, andthc fish today arc suitable for commercial
sale. Sea lampreys have been reduced in abundance through the usc of larvacidal
compounds, and jlopulations of many native sjlecies arc increasing under careful fisheries
managemenl (Brown et al. 1999). Reversal ofundesirnble trends and restoration of
beneficial services even in great lakes is possible ifthel'e is adequate understanding of the
ecosystenJs and the constituent biological populations. Thc foundation of elTcctive
management is sound science; and. if LVEIvlP seeks to repeat the successes achieved in
other great lakes, the science must be the best possible. Consequently LVE!vlP also had
to ensure the development oflhe scientific capacity to address the range of environmental
issues on the lake as well as strengthening and hallllonizing environmentall'egulation.
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The Challellges to Sciellce ill the Lake Victoria Ecosystem
Given that there has been a long experience with many of the general issues
confj-ontingLake Victoria in the early 1990's, one might ask ifthere is really a need for
science in LVEMP. The answer is yes. Lake Victoria has velY different climatic,
hydrologic, chemical, physical and biologic properties than the temperate great lakes that
have received most of the attention of the global science community. The lake itself is
the product of a fine hydrologic balance. Its immense surface area of over 68,800 km2 is
second only to Lake Superior, but the mean annual temperature of Lake Superior is <4 C
while Lake Victoria is approximately 25 C. As a consequence evaporative losses are
very high and account for 80% of the water loss from the lake; conversely no other lake
is so dependent on direct precipitation on its surface, 80% of total inputs. Victoria is the
most dilute of all the great lakcs because of the importance of rain in the water budget
and it will be the most vulnerable to atmospheric pollutants. High temperatures also
lower the solubility of oxygen and accelerate oxygen consuming processes making the
lake more susceptible to deoxygenation than the temperate great lakes (Hecky 2000).
Tropical lake circulation is still poorly known. It is eomplieatcd by the sensitivity of
density change to temperature change at the high temperatures of tropical lakes and the
weakness of geostrophie forces in a Jake set on the equator. These two properties which
largely dictate vertical and horizontal circulation in temperate lakes are much more
problematic in their dynamics in tropical lakes.
The low-slope topography around Victoria allows wetlands, particularly papyrus
the most productive plant community known, to be more extensive in Victoria than any
other great lake. The wetlands have the capacity to modify incoming water quality to the
lake and may provide important protection, if properly managed, against river borne
pollutants of agricultural, municipal and industrial origin. While the algal productivity of
temperate great lakes has been shown to be dependent on phosphorus (P) loading
allowing eutrophication to be reversed by P control. it has been suggested that Victoria
and other tropical great lakes may be nitrogen limited (TaIling and TaIling 1(65) and may
require a differcnt approach to nutrient managcment.
The fish community of Victoria was highly diverse (estimates of 545 species:
Snoeks 200 I); and, even after probable extinctions due to Nile perch introdue( ion and
water quality change, it has at least (wicc as many species in it as all the North Amcrican
Great Lakes combined (158 native species; Coon 1999) and ncw species continue to be
found. This high diversity is a challenge to classical fishcries management that
emphasizes management based on individual population dynamics although fishing
practices can harvest many species at once. Maintaining this high diversity was a
specific objective ofLVEMP, but it is a unique challenge to scicnce bccause protection
of fish diversity has not been demonstrably successful anywhere else in the world. This
is aggravated by a poor understanding among evolutionary biologists as to the ecosystem
properties that allow the expression of such high biodiversity in tropical great lakes. The
sizc of (he Victoria basin, its long and divcrs shoreline, and its complcx history of
revcrsed drainages and climatically driven watcr levcl changes prescnts an immcnsc
challenge to any comprchensive inventOlY of the aquatic biodiversity let alone
ideutification of population structures and genctic diversity within taxa. Given that most
of the .fish species arc cndemic, closely rclatcd and yet to have formalnoll1cnclature and
scientific descriptions written, the task bceomes daunting and will rcquirc many years (0
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provide even the basic infonnation for management, i.e. what is there and where is it, let
alone the basic biological charnclcristics and ccological rcquircmcnts oftbc IIlLl!titllUCof
speclCS.
When allthcse enviroJUl1cntal and biological factors arc considcred, Lake Victoria
is clearly a velY distinctivc system when compared to well studied tempcrate lakes. The
transferable lesson from tcmpcrate grcat lakcs is that human activities on the lake and
within the calchmcnt can impact cven the lai'gest lakes in the world, and scicnce Can
identify the root causes of undesirable changes and guide managcment to maintain or
restorc beneficial uses of greatlakcs. But without scicnce, informed management and the
will of the people of the basin, there is no solution. All are ncccssary, but science
provides thc knowledgc to empowcr management and motil"ltc the pcoplc. Thc SAR
rccognizcd the need to build the human capacity within thc basin, providc the necessary
infrastructurc to slrcngthcn thc culturc of Lake Victoria scicncc, and crcatc the cadre of
scicntists to produce. Thc SAR recognized that the "project is thc first phase ofa longcr
tcrm program", and that it must providc information for longcrtcrm managemcnt.
cstablish mechanisms for coopcrativc management and dcmonstratc rcmedics "whilc
simultaneously building capacity for ecosystcmmanagcmenl." Thc scientific success of
LVEM I' phasc I must be judgcd as much on thc building of the human capacity to cnable
continuing strong science and scicntific managemcnt as 011 thc dcgrce to which it has
answered questions posed in the SAR. Thc Lake Victoria ccosystcm which includcs thc
pcople and alllhcir activitics in thc basin will continue to dcvelop and change and thc
environment,lI and scicntific challcnges orthe future will not be thc samc as those in the
SAlt A strong scientific community assures adaptability to changing condilions and
makes sustainable developmcnt possiblc.
Perhaps thc ultimate challcngc to LVEMP is to build a culturc ofscicncc-based
management in one of the world's poorest regions. The scientific capacity of the region
and the economic capacity to introduce and maintainmanagcment aClion arc ultimately
limitcd hy the economic productivity of the region. The negative impacts on the
temperate great lakes of North Amcrica evo.lved during a period of rapid regional
cconomic developmcnl. When problems had finally reached crisis, there was a public
sector lax base to fund the research and to stimulate investments to address the systemic
environmental issues. In Lake Victoria, the evolution and recognition of the problems of
the lake have occurred while cconomic development has bcen disappointing and
relatively static . .It is sobering to realize the first scientific assessmcnt ofthc Lake
Victoria fishery took place in 1926-1928 (Graham 1928) contemporaneously wi th first
scientific assessment of the Lakc Eric (Bogue 2002). Those survcys both arose in
rcsponsc to dcclining catchcs in thc fishery and sought causations. Since 1928 Lake Erie
has "died" and returned to lifc (Swccncy 1993) aileI' hundreds ofscicntist-years of study
and billions of dollars in invcstments to improvc walcr quality and fishcries managcmcnl.
Without investments in sciencc and cnvirolllllenialmanagcment to revcrsc or at least
stabilizc curren! trcnds on Lake Victoria, the lakc will continuc to degrade. The
economic wealth thal would givc somc margin for error in currcnt or future managcmcnt
by being able to fund expensive futurc restorntion as in thc North American grcat lakes is
not prcsent in thc Lake Victoria rcgion. This requires an evcn higher standard of
perfOtlllaneC from regional scicntists and thcir intcrnational collaborators. Not only must
the recommended management actions bc as well founded and scienti fically dcfcnsiblc as
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possible, but they must all be economically achievable. This may be the ultimate
challenge and may limit improvement in the lake to economic development and poverty
alleviation in the region. Recommended environmental management action must bring
definable and immediate social and economic benefit; this is a challenge not necessarily
constraining scientists in richer economies and increases the burden of proof on Victoria
ecosystem science .
. COllstrilillts in stocktaking tlte science of LVEMP
The scientific method consists of a sequence of steps towards the acquisition of
new knowledge and understanding. The first crucial step is the gathering of observations
of the system of interest, these lead to testable hypotheses that might explain the
phenomenon of interest, then experimelital designs to detennine the acceptance or
rejection of current hypotheses through structured obscrvation with rejection leading to
further hypotheses. It is an iterative, not an instantaneous, process. When dealing with
nalural systems the spced of acquisition of new knowledgc is often determined by the
generation times of the longest lived organisms in thc system orinterest. LVEMP was
originally designcd as a fivc year program starting in 1996 and has been cxtended by two
years. It is not complete, and all the results of activities under LVEMP first phase arc
still being analyzed and collatcd. This stocktaking cannot be a final statcment on thc
scientific outputs ofLVEMP, but it can be a snapshot of work complcted to a publication
stage and a necessarily subjective assessment of work in progress and expectcd outcomes
rrom that research. In many cascs, thc institutions and agcncics responsiblc for
implementing LVEMP had first to obtain the basic infrastructure to allow them to begin
to makc observations, the first stcp in thc scicnti fic mcthod. In other cascs, thc previous
research of regional and intemationai scientist allowed hypotheses to be tested with those
initial observations. Delays in initial implementation of LVEMP especially in
procurement of essential equipment resulted in little lake-based research during the first
12-18 months and this led to the need for thc extension period. Many of the major
scientific outputs from LVEMP necessarily lie in the future. Positive documentable
progress on the major issucs will bc highlighted, but where thcre is yet littlc published
information it would bc misleading to conclude that there has not been progress. The
major published outputs considered in this report are the resnlts of the National and
espccially the Regional Scientific Conferences held in 2001 sponsored by LVEMP. lt is
assumed that the LVEMP components would bring forward the best oftheir research to
these conferences and that the full range ofLVEMP activities would be represented.
Where work is still in progress, interviews with LVEMP component scientists and
international scientists are the basis for a judgment on the likely impact of the research.
In some instances, published Ph.D. theses (supported by LVEMP wholly or in part) are
cited. Lastly recent publications in the international scientific literature are cited where
they speak to the m<ljor issues identified in the SAR [or LVEMP.
Lake Victoria Euvirollmeutal Mauagemeut Project
LVEMP in all three countries is similarly structured into major components, and
scientific research took place primarily within Fisheries Research, Water Quality
Management, Water Hyacinth Control, Land Use and Wetland Management although
these components had a lesser or greater research content depending on the implementing
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country and agcncy. To discuss thc scientific progress ofLVEMP rcferencc will bc made
to the major issues as defined in the SAR (highlighted in italics below whcn quotcd from'
SAR) with secondary rcfercnce to (he science-based LVEMJ' components mentioncd
above.
Lake Biota ami Fisheries
Commercial fishing (selling to structured markets bcyondthe local village) began
in Lake Victoria around the cnd of the 191h ccntury when the railroad reached the lake
and providcd acccss to rapidly growing Nairobi and the coast. Evcn in thc carly 20lh
ccntury concems wcre raised about falling catch pcr unit effort in the fishery leading to
the first scientific fisheries assessmcnt on thc lake (Graham 1928) which recommendcd
gear limitations. The fishelY was static and even in a slow declinc in yields at the time
thc Ni Ie perch and several exotic African tilapiines were introduced in thc 1950's.
Bcginning in thc 1980's the catches of perch grew dramatically and now dominate the
fishcry along with the cxotic Nile tilapia and the native RaslrilleoiJo/a (dagaa). A rapid
cxpansion of the fishcry followcd thc incrcasc in perch cxpanding from yields of I 00,000
T to as much as 500,000 T. A vibrant and regionally important export (to rcgional and
global markets) has resulted with fi'sherics primalY and sccondary cconomie activity
accounting for approximately 10% of regional GDP. The history of fishcrics
management for sustained yiclds is a sony one internationally and in A frica, and conccrn
for sustainahility of the critical fishery resource in Lakc Victoria was a primary
motivation for the three riparian countries that sharc the fishcry to undertake LVEMP.
Stock Assessment
Tbe need for a stock assessment is listcd .in the SAR, but it also recognized that
thc Lake Victoria Fishery Research Project fundcd by EU and implemcnted by the tbree
countries would conduct whole lake stock assessment contemporancously with LVE!"l!'.
This study was completed in 2002 and developcd a [ishcrics managcment strategy for the
commercial fishcry rcccntly approvcd by all three countries. It concludcd that thc eurrcnt
fishcry is ovcrexploiting the Nile pcrch stock and rccommends, applying thc
precautionary principlc, that thc sustainable yicld of the lake is bctwcen 250.000 and
300,000 T, well below yields throughout thc 1990's. It also recommcnded a slot size for
fish to be acceptcd for processing at fish factories to reduce the harvesting of immature
fish. This study also produccd in conjunction with LVEMP estimates of fishing effort
through Jhune surveys and conducted a number of sociocconomic studics on the fishery
and the potential for co-managcmcnt by communities which is also a major thrust of
improving fisheries managcment in LVEMP. Thc regional and national cruiscs of
LVFRP also produced Sib~lifieant volumes of spatial data on lake stratification, oxygcn
conditions (and the spatial relation of fish to those conditions), and chlorophyll
(indicator of algal biomass) that will complemcnt LVEMI' water quality studics.
Fish Biodiversity and Biology
In recognition of the LVFRP and its conduct ofthc stock asscssmcnt fisheries
research, LVEMP activities focused on distribution and abundance of the non-
commercial spccies as wcll as basic biology of the commercial specics, e.g. breeding




sustain the fisheries and other beneficial uses of the lake. The SAR expected that 'The
(LVEMP) program will rectifY the serious lack of knowledge about the entire aquatic
population of the lake, focusing especially on non-commercial fish of great biological
interest, their species composition, population structurc, food and feeding habits, trophic
relationships, reproduction and breeding habits, recruitment pattems, growth, oxygen
tolerance, mortality, and migrations, as wel/ as the other organisms which play key roles
in sustaining the Lake Victoria ecosystem, including specifically other aquatic
vertebrates (fi'ogs, reptiles, birds and mammals). m({croinvertebrates (insects. mol/uscs,
Caridina), microiuvertebrates (copepods, cladocerans, rotifers), phytoplankton (diatoms.
cyanophytes, green algae), macrophytes, and bacteria ...
There have been extensivc biotic surveys in all three countries although they have
not been implemented in the same time period or with regular frequency suflicient to
evaluate fullyseasonal aspects of biotic abundances. Delays in the initial implementation
ofL VEMP have resulted in planned surveys of several areas still to be completed even
during the last ycar of the extcnsion ofthc project. The surveys havc not only becn
conductcd on Lake Victoria propcr but also in small watcr bodics and rivcrs draining (or
formcrly connected) to the lake. These surveys are also sampling arcas of the lake ncver
before accessed on a widc geographic scale including rocky shorcs, wetlands and the
numerous marginal bays. The geographic coverage is exceptional and likely adequate,
but thc methods of sampling have not bcen standardized across the region for all these
surveys. For example, electro fishing returns more fishes and specics on rocky shorelines
than passivc gears, but electrofishing has not becn uni formly applicd across thc wholc
lake (Bayona c( iiI. 2001). Thcsc surveys havc confinncd that several species of fishes
formcrly abundant in Lake Victoria, and now rare or extirpated in thc main Iakc C.g.
Oreochromis esculentus. arc present in sevcral of these "satellitc" lakes and dams
(Bayona et al. 2001; Katunzi 2001; Masai ct al. 2001; Namulemo 2002; Nagayi and
Ogutu-Ohwayo 2001). Howcver, the taxonomic assessment of many of the hiotie groups
sampled on these surveys, especially the macroinvcrtebrales, the phytoplankton and the
haplochromine fishes, remains hindered by the lack of suflicient adequately (rained staff
in systematics and taxonomy and suitable taxonomic reference material and museum
specimens (for confirmation) within the region. Biotic identifications for these groups
are generally not to species level; and where they are, the identifications have not been
confirmed by experts with reference to typc specimens. Given the size of the lake basin
and the high diversity present in many of the i,'wups, the task of fully describing the
aquatic specics biodiversity still remains let alone examining issues of genetic variability
at the population level which may be necessmy for conserving critical fish stocks. A
critical need here is a haplochromine identification guide for Lake Victoria which can be
uscd for provisional identification of unknown species and systematic archiving of
representative specimens for later taxonomic analysis. This will require good museum
facilities, training in curation and taxonomy, and multiyear commitment fi'o1l1host
institutions and funding agencies (0 complete this biodiversity assessment. Similar
guides and training are required for the algae andmacroinvertebrates which are at (he
base of the food web.
The SAR expected that "17le outcollles of the studies will be species distribution
and lIabitat lIIaps, information on tile genetic lIIake up and diversity ofdirferent
populations. understanding of tile causes o/decline offish species. understanding of the
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impact of environmental changes on the biology, behaviour and survival of declining
species, guidelines for species conservation and restoration. an updated hibliography of
Lake Victoria ... ". Substantial progrcss on data acquisition to cnsure the outcomes
referred to in the SAR continues to be made and will continue into the cxtension pcriod.
But preparation of these final integrative products is just beginning as of July 2003.
Training in GIS and the acquisition of base maps for mapping biodiversity at the national
and basin scale is underway but full GIS databases to guide managcmcnt and
conservation of aquatic biodiversity is still to be done as it has been done for other
AII'ican lakes (e.g. Cooley et aI2003).
Genetic charactcrization has been done on some key endcmic species such as
Laheo victorian us (Maithya ct al 2001, FIRRI 2002), Oreochroillis spccies (FIRRI2002),
and Nile perch has becn examined, and the origin of complex haplochromine Dock has
received international attention (Verheyen ct al. 2003). Howevcr, intralacustrinc species
and stock structure of the numerous haplochromine species remains to be evaluated.
Important brccding arcas have bccn identified often in collaboration with fishers'
indigenous knowledge (Manyala et al. 200 I), and these arcas have becn gazctted for
special seasonalmanagcment. Similar gazcttcment has also taken placc in Tanzania and
Uganda. This is one example ofwhcrc LVEMP scientific studies have rcsultcd in
establishment of protcctcd areas at least on a scasonal basis.
The causes of decline of specics are complex, usually multihlctorial and oftcn
species specific. Many native spccies have becn reduced to low levels, but the potential
for recDvery under prDper management .isevident for SDme,e.g. Lahco (l3ennD 2(03).
OreociJrolllis esclI/eHtlis has clearly been cxtirpated from the main lake prDbably through
hybridizatiDn with the intrDduced 0. lIi/oliclis (FIRRI 20(2), but it is present in numerous
water bodies within the basin (Katunzi 200 I) as are several Df the haplDchromine species
that wcre feared lost from the main lake. lVis now accepted that the changing water
CJualitycDnditiDns can directly impact DnhliplochrDmine species diversity (Scehausen et
al. 1997) and that certain trophic elements D'(the haplDchromine species DDCkse.g.
predators and open water deiritivDrcs werc n1Drcsusccptible tDextirpatiDn by cDmpetitiDn
and predation than Dthers e.g. rock dwelling inscctivores (Witte ct al. 2000)
Eutrophication has resulted in several eCDsystemic changes cspecially in regards
tDDxygen cDnditiDns and the algal species at the base Dfthc IODdwcb. SeasDnal
deoxygenatiDn of the dceper waters ofthe lake ccrtainly lorces extensive !atcral
mDvements Df fishes that can bc accDmmDdated bctter by SDmcspecies than Dthcrs. Thc
IDSSDf large diatDm taxa and thc emergence DfcyanDbacteria as the dominant primary
producers in the lake have changed thc fDDdquality for CDnsumcrs and fishes as well as
perhaps increasing expDsure tDalgaltDxins. HDwevcr detailed knowledge of the
biDenergetics Dfthe affected and surviving fish species must still be detcrmincd tDassess
the impact these factors could havc on declining abundance. Species strongly affectcd by
cutrophicatiDn will rcquire a rcvcrsaL or at least a stahilization, of cutrophication to
rCCDverto formcl" levels of abundancc.
The watcr hyacinth mats (hat wcre extensive in the mid 1990's actually led (D
resurgence of some native fish species indicating their potential for pDpulatiDn recDvery.
Hyacinth mats can provide l'efugia hum fishing pressure as well as Nilc perch predation
ancl compctition (Njiru et a1.200 I). Such mats arc nDt essential fDr recDvery of these




imposed by fishing and predation. Recovery of stocks to foruler levels can be achieved if
those mortality factors are relieved through appropriate and successful fisheries
management.
Two regional books are planned to capture the results ofthe extensive surveys
and the studies on factors affecting biodiversity and fisheries production. Tlte
Biodiversity of Lake Victoria and the Tlte Biology and Ecology of Lake Victoria Fisltes
will be major outputs published by the national fisheries research institutes before the end
of the extension period. Uganda has already completed "Technical Guidelincs for the
Management of Fisheries Resources, Biodiversity and Environment of Victoria Basin
Lakes" that summarizes available technical infonnation to provide the basis for
formulation of policy and regulations. Still to be completed but very desirable would be
a similar publication representing regional consensus with recommended objectives and
actions for managing the natural resources ofthe basin in a manner consistent with the
sustainability ofthe aquatic resources of the lake. A similar regional integration remains
to bc done in regards to the bibliography of Lake Victoria publications. Individual
bibliographies have been completed by each fisheries research institutc.
Aquaculture
The SAR envisioned that, as part ofthe fisheries research "Tlte program (Aquaculture
subcomponent)) will study tlte domestication of illdigenous species of Itigh lIutritiollal
value .... The outcomes of tlte program will be restored populatiolls o/selected
elldangered and thrcatelled species (particularly Greochromis esculent liS. Greoel/rolllllis
variahilis. Laheo victorian liS, !Jagl'lls docmac, alld Protopterus aethiopicw), illlproved
fislt suppl)' to local ripariall commw/ities, retum of delicacies to consumer markets, alld
development of commercial activity ill omamelltal :,pecies which will secllre tlteir
sllrvival rather titan threatelling it as at present." Tnretrospect, the objectives of (his
program, though laudable, were (00 ambitious. Much basic work had to be done to
establish aquaculture as an economic activity within the region and to strengthen the
capacity of the fisheries institutions to develop, maintain and disseminate new taxa. In
addition the educational and extension services required to maintain self.sustaining
economically viable aquaculture on the farm or at larger commercial scales had (0 be
developed.
Therefore (he challenge for the aquaculture subcomponents was two fold-
build an economic activity and bringing into culturc new species native to Lake Victoria.
Progress has been good on both aspects especially in Uganda where bilatcral assistance
from DFID has stimulated progrcss and Kcnya which already had rcasonable levels in
investmcnt in aquaculture. Scientific progress was made through bringing Clarias
gariepillus, Labeo victorian liS (Owori. Wadunde 200 Iland Greoel/romis esclllclltlls and
0. variabilis (Shoko et aL 200 I) into culture and defining the potential for aquaculture in
thc basin. Labeo and 0. variahilis are now moving into farm trials. Clarias is already
popular in fann.based systems that have potential to supply bait for the rapidly growig
long line Nile perch fishery as well as for domestic consumption. Thc prospects for
development of aquacullurc in the Victoria basin and technical progress towards realizing
those prospects will be the subject of a regional book on Aquaculturc ill tllc Lake Victoria
Basill that will be published by the three national research institutes before the end oftl1e
first phase of LVEMP. The regional aquacullurc programs remain focusscd on
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aquaculture as a source of protein for human diets at a local scale. The potential for
large scale commercial aquaculture to relieve fishing pressurc on thc lake is still untested
as is the possibility of culturing omamental fishes for thc exp0I1market for colourful
haplochromincs as was suggested in the SAR.
Socio-economics and Database
In the SAR, the national fisheries research institutcs wcrc to conducted socio-
cconomic studies to advise on developmcnt policies for the rapidly burgconing fishing
villages and communities. They were also to establish national databases to define
bascline conditions for thc fish industry and fishing communi tics against which the
efficacy of development policies could be evaluated over time. ".77leprogram will further
ptovide illformatioll 011currelltfishel)' distributiOIl patterns. cOllulIlI/lity illvolvemellt ill
harvestillg up to marketillg offish. how activities offisherfolk calltribute to
ellvirollmelltal degradatioll. lIutritioll. health I/lld other social amcl/itics of lakeside
commullities, altemative mallagemellt systems illcOlporatillg dijTerellt stakeholders. the
cOlltributioll of fisheries to the three lIatiollal ecollomies, alld the cOl/sequellces of
challges illfisllillg policies." During implementation it was recognized thaI several of
these LVEMP objectives were shared by the LVFRP that also had a socio-economic and
database component. The programmes of the two projects were harmonized by the
national research institutes. There is now a wcalth of informal ion in allthrcc counlries on
thc contribution of the fishery to the national economies (c.g. Kulundiwa 200 I), and to
enlighten debatcs on the possible negative conscquences oLfish export on local nutrition
(Jansen 1997; Onyango 2001), as wcll as evaluations ofcnvironmcntal, hcalth and social
status of fishing communities and thcir capacity for co-management (Gehcb 2UU2). A
concisc overview of the socio-economic issucs in fishing communities in Uganda and
their implications for Jlolicy is availablc in FIRR! (2002).
A common fisherics databasc SAMAKI dcvelopcd by thc LVFRI' has bccn
adopted by all three countrics and the Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization for fisheries
statistics. The capacity of this database to incOIvorate socio-economic data has not been
tested yet and the level of training in database maintenance and design needs to be
improved before the end of the LVEivlP extension period. Much valuable data now is nol
securely stored in accessible and stable databases. These data are thc baseline against
which progress during LVEMP phase 2 ",ill bc evaluated; and preparation of LVEMP
phase 2 should insure that these databases are available in secure, stable and accessible
foimats.
/Vater Hyacinth
The SAR did not specifically identify a scientific research aspect to the Watcr
Hyacinth components as it focussed on reduction and control. "The cOlltrolprogram will
re~)'011mechl/llicalmethods {//Illlimited chemicl/I illtervclltiUlISjor I'(/jJidshurt teml
cUlltrol ill restricted areas. alld hiological agellts for 10llger terlll cOlltrol. Heducillg
IIl1lriellt illflows illlo the lake lI'ill bc a "itlll clelllellt ill 10llg terlll Of/I,ro(l(:hesto dClIlillg
willi the problelll. 77lcbiological cOlltrol f/rogralll will re~l' illitia/~v 011IIIlIltiplicl/tioll alld
release a/two weevil species Ihat hal'C !>eellIIsed alld/Dllml effective lI'orld-lI'ide. alld
have alrcady !>cellimp0l'l<:d.I'eal'"d IIlId re1<"',I'"diu K<:a)'aaad Ugllllda. It is
noteworthy that, in this case of control of a specific nuisance water weed, LVEMI' did
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benefit from previous intemational scientific research which demonstrated the efficacy of
biological control and defined effective operational procedures. Celiainly, the scientific
research completed and ongoing under LVEMP will, in the same way, serve in
preventing and controlling undesirable changes in other large tropical lakes due to species
invasions and cutrophication. The biological control program instituted by LVEMP was
spectacularly successful with reductions of at least 80% from periods of maximum
coverage in the mid-1990's. The reductions have also been sustained (e.g. Aloyce et a!.
2001). Relevant research has been done within Water Hyacinth components in all three
countries to evaluate economic impacts of hyacinth (Wawire and Ochiel 2001) as well as
quantitative monitoring of hyacinth and weevil abundances (Ochiel and Njoka 2001;
Ndumnguru et a!. 2001) effects on fishClies of large mats (Njim et a!. 2001), ecological
impacts ofthe mass die-off and sinking of hyacinth in 1998 (Twongo et al 2001), and the
potential for complementary biocontrol using native mycopathogens (Molo and Ogwang
2001). The rccognition in the SAR that reducing nutrient inflows would be a vital
clement in the long tenn has resulted in rescarch being conducted especially in Uganua
on which nutrients and what concentrations restrict hyacinth growth so that erouent
guiuelines can be formulated to insure poor growth of hyacinth.
Eutroplt icatioll
As the second largest freshwater lake in the world by area and the largest
tropical grcat lake, the sheer size of tIle lake challenges adequate characterization of
water quality throughout its expanse, but especially along its complex shoreline, let alone
identifying changes in water qnality ovcr time. In addition water is highly mobilc, not
only in the sense of tIle movement through the hydrologic cycle, but also within the lake
as winus and density changes due to temperature changes set water in motion
horizontally and vertically. These water movements can provide local services by
diluting and reducing concentrations of point source pollutants, but they can also CatTY
pollutants over long distances and cause negative effects far hom their origin. Most
aquatic organisms are microscopic and have very short life spans and high maximum
growth rates (especially at tropical temperatures) leading to rapid changes (daily to
weekly) with complex population dynamics and species interactions. In view of these
complexities, the SAR gave very necessary but ehaJlenging objectives for water quality
studies:
"Tlte program will provide details of linlllological changes. model and predict their
short and long term consequences, and provide guidelines for ameliorating potential~\'
disastrous changes. 771eprogralll will provide quantitative inforlllation on nutrient
loading and recyeling in the lake (particularly the intemalloading ofscdillient
phosphol'lls); sources and mechanics of eutrophication and pollution and their effect on
lake productivity (with a particular focus on ways to stabilize or reduce eutrophic
status); phytoplankton COllimUllitiesand their composition; algal bioollis and their
cZl'Iwlllics; lake zooplankton, lIIicrobes, benthicflora andfauna, lakefly ami their roles;
prillimy production ineluding estimation of lake cal'lying capacity; stratification of the
lake and the increasing problcm of anoxia; trophic intcr-relationships; and lake
palaeolillinology. "
The capaeitics of the implcmenting agcncies in the thrce countries wcre very
limitcd at the beginning ofLVEMP. In the decade prior to LVEMP most of the waleI'
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quality data on the lake came from special studies undel1aken by the fisheries research
institutes as part of their fisheries assessment prol,'Tams. These studies werc central to
raising the eoneems about the changes in the lake (e.g. Oehumba and Kibam'a 1989;
Becky 1993; Becky et al 1994), but these special studies were spatially restricted on such
a largc lake and not always regular in the timing of their sampling to ensure catching
extremc events or to characterize adequately even "average" conditions. Two of the
countries did not have functioning lakeside central laboratory structures, Jet alone
analytical equipment or sufficient traincd staff for conducting highly tcchnical analyses
or field measurements. Uganda was in the best situation because of previous and
ongoing bilateral assistance fi'om DANJDA for development of a national laboratory and
capacity for water quality assessment (focussed inland on rivers and boreholes); but, cven
there, regular routine sampling of the lake was not possible. None of the Water Quality
components had their own vessels or walcr craft nor experiencc in their opcration.
Vessels that were available wcrc heavily subscribed to other purposes and these logistical
issucs hampercd progress in the first years ofLVEMP. In the SAR little mcntion was
made of thc need for studies on thc lake's watcr balance. This was due to the ongoing
.lleA/FAO Lake Victoria Watcr Rcsouree Assessment Projcet (WRAP) that was
installing hydrological and mcteorological equipment on the major rivers and offshore
islands to permit monitoring of major water fluxes to and from the lake. The WRAP was
re-establishing a hydrometeorological monitoring network that had fallen into disuse and
decay aftcr 1977 due to civil wars in Uganda and declining conditions in public service
programs in thc other countries. l3y the early I(NO's there was essentially no monitoring
program even for basic infoll11ation such as river discharges. Thc FAO projcct cndcd
prematurely in 1998, and arrangemcnts werc made so that LVEMP would Ilnish
installation and take ovcr operation. This was requircd beeausc good measuremcnts of
water Jluxes in and out of the lake are esscntialto calculating pollution loads and
modeling lake hydrodynamics. Consequently water quantity studies arc an important part
. of LVEMl' scientific invcstigations and provide the foundation for all other water quality
studies.
Watel: Quantity
Okonga (200 I) reports on the first two years of the LVEMP hydrometeorologieal
program and demonstrates that measured inJlows and outflows (evaporation calculatcd
fi'0111meteorological data) balance reasonably well with the error between budgeted and
observed changes in lake level agreeing within an error of 13%. This gives confidence
that the monitoring network and the apportionment ofthc fluxes measured at individual
stations over the lake is reasonably accurate and provide a confident basis for calculating
loads of pollutants based on river flows and precipitation. Sangalc ct al (200 I) compare
rain fall-runoff relationships for three major Kenya rivers as measured during 1950-1960
and during 1990-2000 and show thaI average daily discharges for thesc rivers have
increased by 10-30%. They conclude that soil degradation and loss of vegetation covcr
duc to.lancl clearance and increased pasturagc has reduced watcr infiltration and increased
runoff. Experimcntal studies (lVlajaliwa ct al. 2(01) confirm the likelihood of this change
in runoff. The persistently high lake levels thl'Ough Ihe I"ller part of the last century lIulil
now compared with the first half of the 20'h century may reflecl both wcller climatc (Yin
and Nicholson 2000) as well as increased runoffcoeflicients. The detennination ofthc
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5. 1500 Impact of fishing gears translated in
to local language (Luganda)
6. 200 stakeholders visited FIRRI looking
for L. Victoria related lilerature
7. Request for 500 copies of books on water
hyacinth resurgence got
8. Arrangement to print more copies of
technical guidelines on Lake Victoria
book have been finalised 80%
9. School have continued to visit FIRRI to
look at the Aquarium, museum and learn
more about learn Victoria
10. 4 News paper supplements published
II. 2000 fact sheets published
4 .Set up electronic communication networks and a modular telephone Real time achieved. Wireless internet access Needs constant
system that will allow local and international teleconferencing. maintained. 70% maintenance. Installation
of communication
(modular telephone
system) is yet to be
procured
5. Establish a Local Area Network (LAN), email, internet access and I. A Local Area Network (LAN) established There is need to complete
on-line publication to 70% capacity. and upgrade the LkN
70%
.6.Compile and disseminate information on Lake Victoria on CD-ROM. Three data bases accessed from FIRRI.
Acquire Electronic data bases 4 CD-ROMS on Library holdings and selected 80%
Make CD-ROMS texts \
7.Set up desktop publication capabilities. Procure equipment and set up I. One secretary trained in desktop publishing Need for training all
G IS facility. 60% scientists in GIS
applications
8.Rehabilitate and expand library infrastructure to provide more space I. Library shelf space increased Space limitation to be
and transform the infrastructure into a data centre, 2. Fumigation of library and component 5% addressed. Related to
asseis undertaken Civil works .'
A continuous process
10. Procure and up-date relevantjournals/periodicals (from 1995 to Electronic database CD ROMS Awaiting LVEMP
present) and stocking the librarv with books, 50% Secretariat approval
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fr. Improving human resource capacity to operate a fully functional 1. Short course in Computer applications More short courses in
Fisheries Data Centre by training library and database staff, undertaken by marine technician 5% database needed for the
2. Hired staff recruited and some essential diverse component needs
posts (Component Finance Assistant including database
filled management, GIS, web-







12.Strengthening Data and Information networks with regional research Completed assignments of Regional Taskforce A Consultancy yet to be
centres and projects and Steering Team formed to oversee regional 30% agreed by the three





relative importance of these factors on maintaining water levels is necessary in order to
plan land use without effecting unexpected and unwalTanted affects on downstream water
uses including hydroelectric potential and discharge to the Nile at Owen Falls d.am.
Eutrophication, in-lake monitoring, and pollution loading
LVEMP has set up the first comprehensive water quality monitoring program
for a great lake in Africa and one ofthe most comprehensive programs operating on any
great lake today. This was done through regional collaboration in the design and in
recognition that the size ofthe lake required extensive spatial coverage as well as more
detailed attention to inshore and urban areas (Rutagemwa 200 I). The operation of the
network has covered nearly two years in Tanzania and a somewhat shorter period of full
coverage in Uganda. The Kenya portion of the network has been set back by funding
issues but one continuous full year of sampling will be accomplished in the extension
period of LVEMP. The database of water quality created during the initial phase of
LVEMP will provide the baseline that will allow the establishment ortrends during
LVEMP phase 2 and to evaluate whether management actions to improve water quality
are having effect. The longest continuous data sets for water quality on the lake (starting
in 1989) were initiated by FIRRI and continued by the Eutrophication subcomponent in
Napoleon Gulf and Bugaia Island in Uganda. There are comparable data available for
these stations from 1960-61 (Tailing 1966) and these provide the best data sct for long
term trcnd analysis and must be a priority for continuation into the future. The water
quality results have gencrally confirmed earlier results (Mugidde 1993; Becky 1993) that
the lake is spatially variable with higher algal biomasses and reduced transparency in
inshore areas compared to offshore areas. The LVEMP network extends farther: offshore
and demonstrates that the variability in current water quality parameters is even greater
than previously appreciated and much greater than in the 1960's (TaIling 1966). The
monitoring network will now be able to document the extent of these different areas and
differences in dynamics of the physical, chemical and biological properties both across
the surface ofthe lake but also with depth.
Mugidde (2001) has demonstrated that the nitrogen fixing cyanobacteria which
now dominate the lake's phytoplankton (Kling et al 2001; Lyimo and Sekadende 2001)
account for 70% of the nitrogen input to the lake. This result is especially significant as it
clearly shows that nitrogen loading cannot be reduced directly because it is of biological
origin. Mugidde et al (2003) conclude that reducing P inputs to the lake will be
necessary to reduce algal biomass and reverse the unwanted effects of eutrophication.
Tamatamah (2002) has measured atmospheric deposition of total phosphorus (TP)
directly on the lake may account for over 50% of the TI' loading. There is uncertainty in
these estimates because all the measuring sites are land based as yet; there is need to
extend these measurements on to the offshore islands to improve lakewide estimates of
atmospheric loading. All three countries arc now measuring atmospheric deposition both
as wetfall and dryfall at several stations so regional palterns may yet appear; but
Tamatamah found very similar deposition rates around Lake Victoria as well as in
comparison to Lake Malawi and other tropical measuring sites. The atmosphere appears
to be thp most impOt1ant single source of TP loading to the lake. Industrial atmospheric
sources are minimal in (he Victoria basin. This phosphorus oliginates from the land
surface of southelll Ali-ica and restoring vegetation cover, reducing biomass burning, and
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incrcasing soil moisture will be necessary to reduce the atmospheric loading ofT/' to
Lake Victoria.
Early results of the Kenya water quality monitoring program also offer
important insights to the processes eutrophying Lake Victoria. Njuru (2001) found that
water quality conditions within Winam Gulfwere very different than outside the Gulf in
L1ke Victoria proper. Concentrations of total suspended sediments, total nitrogen,
nitrate, total /' and dissolved silicon (an essentialnulrient for the diatom algal group)
were all higher in the gulf. Despite the presence of the major city ofKisumu discharging
untreated sewage into the lake and several other urban centres on the shores ofthe Gulf
and several substantial inflowing rivers fi'om areas with intensive agriculture, the gulf
still has lower concentrations of soluble reacti ve phosphate than the open lake. The
shallow gulfis maintaincd in a well-oxygcnated condition throughout the year and that
kccps phosphate strongly bound to mincral partieles that arc frcquently resuspcnded by
wind mixing. As the mincral bound P is carried to the opcn lakc and scttlcs into anoxic
deep watcr, solublc reactive phosphate is released. Phosphorus transfonnations in Lakc
Victoria propcr and dcnitrification in low oxygen conditions create low nitrogen to
phosphorus ratios that favour the growth ofN-.fixing cyanobacteria in thc open lake
(Njuru 2001, Kling et al. 2001). The shallow depths of the Gulf favour rcsuspcnsion of
materials and higher turbidities and reduced light transparency. Light limitation of the
algal populations in thc gulfmayeonstrain algal growth rates and reduces dcmand on
silicon, nitrate and soluble reactive phosphate within the gulf. The gulf docs providc a
net source ofTI' to Lake Victoria proper, but it docs retain a substantial proportion ofTI'
from incoming rivers and municipal drainagcs. For cxample the conccntrations 01''1'1'
wilh.in tbe gulf avcr'age under 0.3 mg/I (Njuru 2(01) wbile the Nyando River which has
the highest mcan concentrations of inllowing rivers, mean 0.5 mg/L (Okungu and
Opango 200l). Kisumu Bay which rcceivcs urban drainagc ofKisumu Town has mcan
TP of ol'cr 0.5 mg/L but this is diluted within the Bay by rivcrs of lower concentrations
and scdimcntation within thc hay. Howcvcr, the rclative importancc of dilution and
scdimentation requires a full nutrient budget for the bay and a complete annual dataset.
An outstanding issue still under study during the cxtcnsion is a detailed hydrodynamic
study of water exchange through Rusinga Channel. Because oflhe episodic nature of this
cxchange, sophisticated currcntmonitoring cquipmentmust be deployed in situ to make
frel]uentmeasurcments of currents ovcr the dcpth of the channel over prolongcd pcriods
of time in different seasons and wind regimes. Such studies are requircd before the
signi fieanee of loading from the Winam Gul I' to Lake Victoria proper can be evaluated.
Delays in the implementation in Kenya have retarded the completion of this study which
has high regional significance and will be necessary for directing investments in
remcdiation to rcduce nutricnl loadings 10 improve watcr quality both in the Gulfand.in
the Lake proper.
Sedimcnt'ltion and Hydraulic Conditions
Thc SAR recognized thaI much improved knowledge on sedimentation and lake
circulation would be necessary to complete accounting for nutricnt and sedimcnt inputs
and their distribution thJ'Ough out the lake. At the time of the initiation ofLVEMP (t 996)




plume influences for rivers that were expected to be major sources of sediment loading
from the watershed:
"The pilot sedimentation study will estimate sedimentation rates at the mouths 0/ three
rivers, the Kagera (Uganda), Simiyu (Tanzania) and Nyando (Kenya). It will assess the
rate 0/ release o/nutrients ji'om sediments, analyze sediment-biota associations, and
compare the data with soil losses ji'om surrounding areas. "
The major cities on the lake were all located on major embayments which have
topographically restricted circulation with the lake through relatively defined channels.
Concem about the local impacts of effluents from these urban areas focussed attention on
water exchange through these channels to determine the impact of retention or dispersion
of nutrients and contaminants both locally near the urban areas and within the gulfs and
bays on which they were locatcd as well their potential impact of Lake Victoria proper:
"The pilot hydraulic study will measure patterns o/water circulation in the Rusinga
Channel (Kenya), and in similar areas ill Tanzanian alld Uganda waters, (Mwanza Bay
and A1urchison/Pilkington Bays respectivel)) to determine the interaction between
vertical and horizontal circulation compollents, improve existing estimates 0/ hydraulic
retention periods in the lake, and develop simulation models o/the dynamics ornutriellts
and phytoplankton which will be used to predict the impacts 0/ eutrophication cOlltrol
programs and pollution intervention strategies ...
However, conccrn about water circulation extends bcyond the channcls and cmbayments
as largc scale watcr movements within the lake propcr will effect algal growth and
dependent sccondary production, patterns of sedimentation of nutricnts and contaminants,
and contaminant concentrations in fish and biota, fish larval dispersion from breeding
areas and movement of nuisance floating weeds such as water hyacinth. This large scale
circulation was address cd within LVEMP by a contribution hom the Dutch Trust through
the World Bank that enabled the installation ofa coupled thrce dimensional
hydrodynamic and water quality model that would have the capacity to predict dispersion
of nutrients and contaminants, dependent oxygen conditions, etc. if appropriate and
adequate hydrometeorlogical input data were available. Thc model has been installed
and has had initial calibration with some historical data. However, application requires
veriJ1cation with data now being collected by the three countries and furthcr training on
these applications to insure that local scientists and technicians can use the model for
analysis of present conditions as well as forecasting future conditions under LVEMP 2
efforts to modify undesirable water quality aspects of the lake. The data acquisition by
all three countries for nccessary vcrification and training will not be completed until near
the end of the CUlTentextension period in all three countIies, i.e. Dccember 2005 for
Kenya.
In all three countries, progress on field studies of in-lake sedimentation and
hydraulic conditions have been delayed in implementation. Sediment and TP loadings
have been detel1l1ined for the Kagcra, SillJuyu and Nyando Rivers (Machiwa 200 J;
Tamatamah 2001; Okungu and Opando 2001). The Kagera is the largest single river
flowing into Lake Victoria accounting for 44% of the long term average total riverine
inflow to the lake. Initial results indicate that these two smaller rivers arc
disproportionately important as sources of sediment and TP because of the much higher
concentrations of these materials transported in their lesser discharges. Land disturbance,
cspecially loss of forests and natural vegetation cover, and intensity of agriculture in the
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riparian lake districts is proportionally much greater in these smaller catchments. The
proportion of intact forest in the lower reachcs of the Kagera and the presence of
extensive floodplain wetlands appears to have kept the quality of the Kagera relatively
good although it has bccn and continucs to bc a significant source or river-borne water
hyacinth into the lake. Sedimentation studics have been completcd offthc mouth of the
Simuyu to determine ratcs of infilling but detailcd studies have yet to bc completcd at the
mouths of the Kagcra and the Nyando as called for by the SAR but complction of these
studies is planned within the cxtension period of LVEMP phase 1. In-Iakc sedimentation
rates arc now routinely bcing estimatcd using sedimcnt traps in short-tcrm dcploymcnts
as part of the in -lake monitoring program and these have demonstrated that
scdimentation rates arc highest at littoral stations whcre chlorophyll and suspcnded
carbon, nitrogcn and phosphoms conccntrations arc also high cst. The proportion of this
scdimcnting matcrial which is rcgcneratcd prior to pcrmancnt burial is yct to be
dctenllincd, but will be such estimates will be necessary to estimate the role of internal
nutrient supply in maintaining high concentrations in surface watcrs and continuing
eutrophication.
Hydraulic conditions arc yet to bc dctermined in the channels isolating thc bays
on which thc major eitics in thc catchment arc loeatcd. In the lake proper Uganda has
initiated a program ofthcrmistor chains and eUJTcntprofilers monitoring thennal
structure as well as deep watcr and surfacc CUJTcntsthat will provided thc first high
rcsolution mcasurcments that arc cssential for validating thc hydrodynamic-water quality
model. This tcchnology is also appropriatc lor evaluating water exchangc bctween thc
bays and the main lake. Macintyre et al (2002) have recently demonstratcd how these
water movcments in and out of embayments arc subject to not only local forcing by
winds and tcmpcrature change but also respond to large scale changes in the larger lake.
Allhough staff are being trained in data acquisition and running the computer models. the
complexity of hydrodynamics in this equa[oriallake will require a high level of expertise
in physieallimnology that does not yet exist ;n the agencies responsible (or the
monitoring and modcling. Further training to Ph.D. level will be necessary in LVEMP
phase 2 if the management potcntial of the application of the model will be realized.
Water Polllltioll
SAR concerns about water pollution recognized the threat posed to thc lake by
excessive nutrient loading, the growing potential for agrochemieaJs especially pesticides
and herbicides to contaminate or intoxicate food webs including fish and the concern
about risks emanating from industrial processing within the urban areas and the basin in
general:
"The overall ailll of the progralll is to illlprove mallagemelll 0/ illdllslrial alld mllllieipal
elJlllcllt, alld assess Ihe cOillributioll o/urball rulloff to lake pol/utioll ill order to desigll
al/eviatioll measures. The progralll will prepare illvelliorics alld classifieatiollS /or all
filetorics alld illduslrics ill thc catchmclIl, assess trcallllelli of cfl711elllhe/ore discharge
alld ils dilulioll alld dispcrsioll levels ill the receivillg water bodies, qualltify pol/utioll
alld lIutriellt flows(i-olll urball rullOff, idelltifj' alld characterise !,ollutioll "hot s!'ots", ...
alld illitiate pilottreatmellt projects ill selected IIIl1l1icipalitiesalld illdllstries .. ,
Thc potential of urban areas to negatively impact water quality is clear in studies on the
Mirongo River which serves as a storm watcr drain through Mwanza (Mnyanga lind
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Semili 200 I). Passage through the town elevates nutrients (by a factor of 10-20) and
fecal bacteria by three orders of magnitude due to the diversion or raw sewage into the
river near its exit to the lake necessitated by a dysfunctional sewage treatment plant.
There are unacceptable local risk created by this situation. The industries and human
activities of Mwanza town do cause a measurable enrichment of some metals in
sediments near the town and the concentrations decrease with distance from the town. A
study of metals in Oreochromis niloticus found that concentrations were low in fishes in
Mwanza Gulf (Kishe and Machiwa 2001). In this hcrbivorous fish there was no evidence
of bioaccumulation with increasing size and the fish were all below FAO guidelines for
consumption. Campbell et al (2003) found similar results for Mwanza Gulf and in fact
for all of the major embayments near cities in the Jake in regards to Hg which is the most
toxic metal to be found in fish flesh.. Risk of I-1g intoxification fi'om eating even
predatory species such as Nile perch are extremely low in Lake Victoria at prescnt
despitc concems about I-1gcontamination arising fi-om use of metallic Hg in gold mining
in the Tanzanian catchmcnt (Campbell ct al. 2003).
Studies on the quality of urban runoff have becn completed in all three
countries documcnting in GIS database all significant industrial and urban sewcr outfalls.
This databasc provides the basis for investments to improve the effluent quality and
rcduce health risks. A hydrodynamic model has been installed at National Watcr and
Scwage COI]Joration in Uganda for Murchison Bay where most of the indusliral effluents,
urban drainage and output of the Bugolobi sewage plant (after secondalY treatment) cnter
Lake Victoria. The model predicts dispcrsion of thesc effluents in Murchison Bay The
city of Kampala also takes its drinking water from thc channel of the bay leading to Lake
Victoria. Simulations have shown that under realistic scenarios for growth of the urban
population that the cost of treating water for drinking will rise rapidly over the next
decade, and there is realistic possibility that the water may become untreatable in time
unlcss more investment is made in increased sewerage and urban waste managcment.
The potential of constructcd or managed natural wetlands to improve industrial,
urban and agriculture effluents was recognized in the SAR:
The pilot industrial effluent treatlllent will create "wetlands" to test tertim)'
treatlllent throughjiltration of industrial wastefl-olllthe PanPaper lV/ill in Webuye
(Kenya) before it discharges illto the Nzoia River, ji-Olll various industries in A1\Vanza
town (Tanzania), and ji-olll various industries in .lin/a (Uganda). The pilotlllllllicipal
ejJluellt treatment will create "wetlands" to test tertim)' treatlllcntthroughjiltration of
lIIunicipal waste ill Kisulllu (Kellya), Mwallza (lclIlzania). alld Jill/a (Ugallda).
Tanzania LVEMP has installed and calibrated a wetland modcl that predicts thc capacity
ofa wetland of known biophysical characteristics to predict the chemical removal or
lransfollllation of inflowing materials. This is a potentia.lly powerful (001 for
demonstrating the economic and service benefits provided bywetlands throughout the
basin because all three countries have completed wetland invcntories. Uganda has made
the most progress in studying the efficacy of/he managcd and natural wetlands to
improve water quality of inflows. Kansiime and Mwesigye (2001) have invcstigatcd
tcrtiary treatment effectiveness ofwc(]ands at pilot and now operational scalc. Wetlands
with internow (]u'ough plant communities can accomplish significant reductions in
inorganic nitrogen compounds and fecal coli forms and will certainly improvc watcr
quality cspccially whcn thc wetland vcgctational growth is harvested lor use. Busulwa et
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al (2001) found consistcnt reduction of total nitrogen (50%) and total P (10%) in an urban
wetland but found that rural natural wetlands actually released TP and nitrates especially.
during periods of high flow and floods emphasizing the critical role of interflow through
the plant mat as opposed to overflow and channelization that reduce a wetlands capacity
to remove nutrients. The area of a wetland relative to the upland catclunent and the
intensity and seasonality of discharge and water level changes in the wetland are all
factors which can affect the wetlands ability to retain, store or release nutrients. To use
wetlands in teliiary treatment control of the water flow path through the wetland is
necessary. Integration of these results fiom various types of wetlands and validation of
the wetland model 11'OInTanzania will be necessary to evaluate fully the role that
wetlands can and do play in detcl1nining thc water quality Lake Victoria. Completion of
similar studies in Kenya during the extension will complement results already available
from the other two countries.
Lalld lise
Agriculture is the dominant economic activity in all three countries and ranges
from subsistence fanning to large scale plantations raising sugar, tca, coffec, tIowcrs etc.
The SAR recognized the potential of agriculture activities to impact water quality in thc
lake through increased sediment and nutrients yields arising from soil erosion, increased
usc of fertilizers and other agrochemicals to boost productivity:
"It \l'i/l cany out illvelltories ofagro-chelllicals ill the pilot arcus, cOllductfield trials all
the fate of pest icides alld lIutriellts applied all farms, 1I10l1itorcsidues leachillg alit of the
pilot catc!lIl1ellts, IIl1dpesticide levels ill receivillg rivers ... The soil cOllservatioll pilot(s)
1I'i/l ... ljlwlltij}' soil crosiol1 alld 1I11trielltlossfrolll differelltllllld covers alld IIses, ... "
Majaliwaet al (20Cl!) dcmonstrated through soil erosion studies how different crop
covers affect runoff, sedimcnt yield and nutricntloss. In western Uganda opell (commoll
property) rangelands had the highest runoffwhile crops with continuous vegetation cover
(banana) were low. Soil erosion losses were highest for annual crops and lowest for
coffee and banana. Nutrient (TP) losses wcre lowest for mulched banana crops. At thc
basin scale, Okongu and Opanda 2001) agricultural land usc inercascs yields ofTI' and
scdimcnts from Kenya catchments. This detailed information on the impact of
aglicultural practicc and land use can be scaled up to basin scale through soil erosion
mapping (Yanda et al 2001) to pinpoint areas needing careful soilmanagemcnt and
lhrough modeling to predict yields at a catchment scale. Tamalamah (2002) used the
Agricultural Non-Point Sourcc Model to prcdiet the concentrations ofTP and sediment
transport in the Kagera and Simuyu rivers and found excellent cOITelation between
predicted and mcasured conccntrations. He also demonstratcd how strategic restoration
of vegetation cover could lead to substantial improvcmcnts in river water quality.
Evaluation of practical and achievable soil eonservaton practices in all thrcc countries
have dcmonstratcd that substantial reductions can be achieved in soil crosion and
associated nutrient yields hom agricultural lands while achieving increascd soiimoisturc
and retcntion.
Current monitoring programs [hat are establishing the first measurcd loads of
nutrients and pollutants from agricultural watershcds, urban watersheds, and the
atmosphere are substanliating in general proportions the role of the these sources




unmeasured inputs. Current estimates from the Tanzanian sector, estimates that
atmospheric deposition accounts for 75% of I' loading to the lake while municipal and
industrial sources account for 6% (LVEMP Tanzania 2003). Non-point atmospheric
inputs of I' (Tamatamah 2002) and biological fixation ofN (Mugiddc et a12003)
dominate the inputs of these nutrient to Lake Victoria on a whole lake basis. In the gulfs
and embayments where the major cities are located, urban sources create highl nutrient
. conditions, but these local sources are less important to lakewide nutrient budgets
accounting for <10% total inputs ofN and P. I' concentrations are currently in excess of
algal demand that is primarily limited by the availability oflight (Mugidde 1993; Hecky
1993 and Mugidde et aI2003). The light limitation is a result of self-shading by algal
biomass within Lake Victoria proper (Mugidde 1993) or higher mineral turbidities in
Winam Gulf (Njunl 2001).
In order to reduce algal biomasses and the dominance by cyanobacteria,
phosphonls loading to the system must be reduccd to lower N:P ratios and the
competitive advantage ofuitrogen fixing cyanobacteria. Because algal photosynthesis
and nitrogen fixation is light limited, the reduction in nutrient loading would not reduce
energy flow supporting secondary and fish production; but it would favour a return to
diatom algal communities that 00 not pose a risk hom algal toxins allli which may be
more erJIcicnlly used by aquatic fooo webs leading to fish production. LVEMP by the
end of its extension period will have acquired the required data and information to set
water quality objectives to bc agreed to by the three riparian states. However, the setting
of those objectives may be among the first steps to be taken in LVEMP 2. Setting
realistic and achievable objectivcs will then require remcdial action plans to achieve
thosc objectives and a projected time frame for accomplishment. Based on current
understanding and measuremcnts of nutrient loading, rcduction in P loading will be
necessary, and this will be accomplished through reduction in soil losses and the
associated P. regional initiatives to reduce biomass burning and through reduction In
urban runoff and improved sewage treatment.
Pesticide use is increasing in the region in efforts to reduce losses to pcst
damage and enhance agricultural production in addition for use in control insect vectored
diseases. Of particular concern are the pcrsistent and bioaccumulative organochlorine
compounds originally in widespread use in temperate countries but now banned there.
Most of these compounds were banned in 1986 in Kenya and came under restriction in
Uganda between 1993 and 1999. More recently in 2000. international agreement was
achieved in Durban on phasing out these persistent organic pollutants (POP's). Despite
these national and intemational restrictions, LVEMp funded studies of atmospheric
concentrations in Uganda (Wejjuli et al 2001) and riverine transport and soil (Getenga e(
al. MS) in Kenya have demonstrated the widespread presence of these compounds in air
and rain samples, soils and rivers. This widespread occurrence suggests current usc and
it is uncertain because of the brevity of the monitoring record whether concentrations are
rising or declining. Nor is it certain whether such compounds are necessarily in
widespread use locally or arc atmospherically transported to the region from more distant
regional sources. For example DDT concentrations in the atmosphere in Uganda are
higher than measured in Malawi but lower than measured in the Brazzaville Congo
(Wejjuli et al 2001). These compounds have been detceted in Lake Victoria sediments
but deposition rates there are still low though apparently increasing (Lipiatou et al. 1996).
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Fortunately the warm tropical temperatures causes high volatilization rates after
application and perhaps rapid microbial degradation in waml lake waters. An incident of
fish poisoning using endosulfan which is highly toxic to fish led to the closure of the
Lake Victoria fishery for an extended period of time with severe economic conscquenccs.
Foreign markets required extensive testing of Lake Victoria fish for contaminant burdens
before reopening when it was evident that contamination of fish by these pal's was very
low in Lake Victoria. Still the risk of increasing use of pesticides within the region calls
for careful regulation in ordcr to avoid contaminant levels which have rcsulted in fish
consumption advisories in dcveloped countries. Continucdmonitoring during LVEMp
phase 2 will be necessary to establish time trends and expansion of thc monitoring
network within the region would be necessary to determine if sources of thcse pal's arc
local or regional in use.
TIle Role of Science in LVEMP Phase 2
LVEMP phasc 1 has made good progress on its core activities of providing
infrastructure and building human capacity for monitoring and l11anaging Lake Victoria
basin resources for maximizing their benefits to the riparian people while conserving the
the biodiversity and genetic resources oflhe lake for future generations and the global
community. Over 250 graduatc theses, studying the lake and its environment have been
supported directly (support for academic fees and university costs) or indirectly through
support for field research. Monitoring networks and support laboratories and facilities
have been established for water quality and pollution loading, databases of point sources
e[J1uents created, use and environmental risk to the lake from agroehemieal use delined,
and the basel inc condition of biodiversity is partially defined. In 1994 prior to LVEMI'
many ifnot a majority of the scientilie publications about Lake Victoria wcrc authored by
international researchers and/or supported by international granting agencies. In this
overview, the outputs of regional scientists are evident and the published output of
regional scientists is now dominant due to investmcnts li'om LVEMP. The scientific
acti\'ities ofLVEMP have addressed, ifnot completely answered, nearly all the
challenges identified in the SAR. Discoveries have been made, e.g. the occurrence in
satellite water bodies ofse\'eral ofthe threatcned or extiqJated native species from Lake
Victoria, the dominance of atmospheric exchange proccsses in the contribution of
nutrients to the lake, the continued presence ofPOP's circulating in the regional
environment etc, and technical breakthroughs accomplished, e.g. establishment of some
high valued native species into aquaculture maintenance, the succcss of biological control
in reducing thc water hyacinth abundance to an acceptable Icvel among others. Howevcr.
other tasks initiated in phase I still requirc completion and new discoveries will require
ncw approachcs to cnvironmcntaimallagcmcilt ill phase 2.
A major task initiated but still requiring completion in phasc 2 is thc systematic
cataloguing of the collections oflhe biodiversity surveys. In particular, dimcult
taxonomic groups such as the haplochrollline fishes, macroinvertebrates ami algae arc not
yet identified to the species Icvel. Further training in taxonomy, archiving and collection
maintenance will be nceessary before it can be said that we know the biodiversity of Lake
Victoria. Taxonomic guides for thesc groups and museum collections arc neeessmy in
order to establish the baseline condition and to allow monitoring surveys in the future to
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determine any positive or negative trends as a result ofLVEMP management actions.
Because of the high diversity of the fauna, these taxonomic studies to establish the
baseline will necessarily continue within LVEMP 2 as well as selective monitoring of
biodiversity hotspots as an indicator of successful management. Identification to species
level should be complemented with genetic studies to detennine population distributions
an interactions with the lake. A few such studies on high profile commercial species
have been undertaken, but they should be extended to other groups such as the
haplochromines where the diversity of the group has suffered. There arc outstaniding
issues about the size and connectivity of populations that must be answered in order to
insure their survival or to plan protected areas ifthey are needed.
In water quality, there is now a much better appreciation of the spatial
variability in critical parameters such as chlorophyll (algal biomass), transparency
(related to biomass) and silicon (to support diatom growth) while othcr parameters such
as total phosphorus are rather unifolln in the main lake but higher in the marginal bays.
The dominance of the cyanobacteria throughout the lake and through much of the year is
now established. With this knowledge in hand there is a need [or the countries to set
water quality objectives [or the lake, recognizing the Lake Victoria vision exercise
recently completed and water management policies within cach country. Setting these
objectivcs in a broad sense should ensure the drinkability and the fishability of the lakc
while ensuring that water-borne contact vectored diseases are eliminated. One area of
research not yet adequately addressed is the relation betwecn algal production and fish
production. Major hcncfits lIlay come to both water quality and fisheries li'om nutrient
reduction because nutrients are now in excess of algal demand and the nutrient conditions
favor nuisance and potcntially toxic blooms of cyanobacteria which are not efficiently
used by all consumers in the food web. The excess production ofthesc poor quality algae
aggravates oxygen conditions and leads to seasonal anoxia. Howevcr, this remains
theory until the benefits o[nutrient control [or the fishery are made clear through
establishing the trophic relationships and the [ood web models that increase or maintain
fish production while reducing noxious algal abundance and excess detritus production.
Once water quality objectives are set, then strategic plans must be put in place
to meet those objectives. Nutrient management will be required to evcn hold the lake in
its prcsent condition as regional populations continuc to grow and economic activity
increases even more. The recognition that the atmosphere is the major transport pathway
of phosphorus and nitrogen (by biological fixation) followed by non-point source inputs
from agricultural drainage will require novel approaches. Experiences in temperate,
industrialized societies will not provide ready guidance bccause most examples of
recovery [rom eutrophication in great lakes have been accomplished through control of
major point sources such as sewage treatment plants by the emplacement of tertiary
treatment to reduce phosphorus efOuents and the legislated reduction of P in soaps and
detergcnts. Addrcssing these easily (technically) controllable sources will contribute to
the reduction of nutrients in the lake ami will certainly improve receiving bays and gulfs
but will not alone affect a substantial reduction in the whole lake~ There are far fewer
cases o[ successful restoration of eutrophic lakes by control of diffuse sources and even
fewer in the tropics.
The LVEMP studies have shown that atmospheric loading is important but the
sources o[ the loading arc ill-defined espeeially in a geographic sense. Will it be enough
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to simply reduce atmospheric loading in the basin, or is most of the loading arising
outside the basin and being transported by air masses into the basin. An expansion of me
atmospheric monitoring network to the margins of the basin (and into the centre of the
lake) should be a major science objective of phase 2. To reduce the atmospheric loading
willlikcly require rcstoring morc continuous (in spacc and time) vcgctativc covcr to the
catchment. Studies of soil and water conservation strategies within LVEMP I have
demonstrated successful approaches to accomplishing this goal, and these strategies have
demonstrable benefits to the implementing farmers in increased crop yields. The
challenge to LVEMP 2 will be to encouragc the spread of this knowledge and encouragc
the adoption of these practices. Studies under LVEMP and the use of catchment models
for sediment and nutrient yield will allow strategic approaches to investment in soil and
water conservation and land use planning at the basin scale to ensure that highly erodible
areas are protected or brought into production with carc givcn to reducing risks of
crosion. Given the sensitivity of fish marketing to contaminant issues, thcrc must be
continued monitoring of atmospheric and riverine loadings of contaminants such as POPs
and Hg which can lead to market and cven loeal consumption restrictions if they begin to
increase in thc fish. Contamination of the Victoria fishery would be an cconomic and
hcalth disaster that must be avoided. Continued monitoring must go on with additional
studies on how these contaminants cycle within Lake Victoria. The North American and
European experience in this regard is sobering; t11ereit has been realizcd that fisheries
can be very slow to recover from contamination because of very efficient intcrnal
cycling within the ecosystem of many of these contaminants. Such studies were not
undertaken during LVEM PI, hut the surveys of thcse contaminants were complctcd and
can now fonn the observational basis for further studies, e.g. why does Napoleon Gulf
have higher Hg concentrations in Jlsh than Winam Gulf(Campbell et a!. 2003).
Studies during LVEMP I have cstablished that cutrophication through its
effects on water clarity and visibility can negativcly impact biodiversity. Islands witli
highcr transparcncy have more species than islands with low visibility. Thcre will be
biodiversity benefits to be realized from reducing algal abundances. Reduccd predation
pressure on nativc species has allowed some of the taxa to increase as fishing pressure on
Nilc perch has increased. However, this "recovery" is only in a few of the many trophic
groups formcrly found in the lakc. Habitat restoration of visibility conditions and light
transparency to support benthic algal production will be necessary to accomplish a fuller
recovcry ifthc biodiversity surveys confirm that many ofthe species arc still present in
rcfugia within or marginal to the lake. Thc occurrence of several ofthe native species
within thc marginal refugia docs not guarantee their survival there as these small
waterbodics are under tbe same pressures tbat led to the changes in Lake Victoria.
Community based management plans must be developed and implemented with
communities to insure the survival ofthesc taxa in these refugia.
In/ormutionmanagcment and dissemination will be a major challenge for
LVEMP 2 whereas infrastructure, capacity building and knowledge generation dominated
the LVEMP I agenda. Tbe race to generate the capacity for information acquisition and
the initial consolidation ofthe in/ormation into usef," packages whether it be
publications, guidelines or regulations for management has generally takcn prcccdent
over collation, organization and storage of (hat information with a vicw to facilitating
future access or regular addition of new information in a standard format. Therc has been
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substantial progress on this issue within some organizations, or in the case of fisheries
management across the region with the SAMAKl database. However the genera) rule is
that scientific staff are nndertrained and that standardized, secure databases are not
available to facilitate infonllation sharing at an organization level let alone across the
region. This is especially of concem in water quality where an enomlOUSdatabase is
accreting rapidly. One of the primary uses of this data will be to reach common regional
objectives and that will require easy sharing of information. There are also still
outstanding issues about quality control and assurance in water quality parameteres (as
well as taxonomic identifications) and the comparability of data across the region. This
situation may improve by the formal end of LVEMP I; but, it is certain that if it does not,
LVEMP 2 will have to ensure that databases containing the baseline condition of the lake
are standardized, comparable, accessible and secure and able to incorporate ncw data on
monitorablc indicators to support rcgionalmanagemcnt and dceision making. A critical
use of this spatial infonllation will bc to idcntify thc need for protect cd areas (ranging
from totally closed areas for fishing, i.e. a marine reserve or park, to demarcation of
community managed areas.
An additional challenge to LVEMP 2 will bc to insure the provision of adequatc
and relevant information to communitics and local govcmments for thcm to participate as
true partners in co-managcmcnt as well as designing basic monitoring programs that the
communities can implcment to determine if their local management objectives are met.
The LVEMP studies to date have been very comprehensive and information rich but will
not be useful to communities and other non-specialist interest groups in thcir prcsent
format. This information must bc transform cd (and translatcd into loeallanguagcs) into
appropriatc "packages" assimilable and actionable by local governmcnts and
communities. The most advanced cxample of condensing a great deal of scicntific
information into a manageable overvicw of the lake environment and its fisheries is a
document produccd by FIRRI (2003). A similar integration ofinfonnationto insure that
forward environmentalmanagemcnt is coherent and focussed at root causes of issues of
concern remains an objcctive beyond the large amount of scicntific documentation that
was availablc for this ovcrvicw. Givcn that LVEI\1P phasc 1 is still focussed on
completing critical studies that will providc the necessmy information, data integration
and reductiou to define achievable and agreed upon environmental management
objectives is likely to remain to be a priority activity under the early phascs ofLVEMP 2.
Refercnccs: (still to be added)
Gctenga, Z.M., E.O. Keng'ara, and S.O. Wandiga. MS. Detennination of organochlorine
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1. To maximize the sustainable benefits (0 riparjan communities fi'oll1 using
resources within the basin to generate food, employment and II1comc,
supply safe water. and sustain a disease free environment.
2. To conserve biodiversity and genetic resources for the benefit of the
riparian communities and the global community.
3. To hallllonizc national management programmes in order to achieve, to
the maximulll cxtcnt possiblc, lhe reversal of increasing environmental
degradation.
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The Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project, Phase 1 (LVEMP 1) was initiated
in 1994 with the signing ofa Tri-partite Agreement between Kenya, Tanzania and '
Uganda, A comprehensive planning process by the stakeholders resulted in the
fOl1l1ulationof project documents for each country that were subsequently combined into
one Project Document. This in tum was subject to a World Bank Staff Appraisal Report.
IDA Board approval was given in June 1996. GEF grant funding was also approved for
the project, amounting to 50% of the extemal financing. The three riparian govemments
were expected to contribute 10% of the budget.
Phase I started in mid-1997 for a five-year period up to mid-2002. A Mid-Term Review
took place in 1999, which highlighted the slow pace of implementation and made some
adjustments to the scope and strategy of the project. Supplemental Credits fromlDA were
approved for an additional two-year period for Tanzania and Uganda in order to complete
Phase I activities. In Kenya, the IDA financing was closed at the end of2002, while an
extension of the unused portions of the GEF funding was granted up to the end of 2004.
Phase I is now seen as a preparatory phase for a longer-term input that may last 15-20
years. Planning for Phase 2 has started with a "visioning exercise" that is taking place in
all three countries. Phase 2 is expected to start in mid-2005.
In addition to the Mid-Term Review in 1999, the World Bank has conducted annual
Supervision Missions for the purpose of guiding the project.
1.2. Stocktaking Approach and Focus
In 2003 it was decided that, as pmi of the preparations for Phase 2, there was need for an
independent Stocktaking of the project in order to provide an overview ofwhafhas been
achieved and what lessons have been learned that are relevant for Phase 2. As part ofthe
preparation for the extemal Stocktaking, the project National Secretariats in each country
produced their own Stocktaking RepOlis. These have been appreciated and used by the
Stocktaking Mission.
This report is part of the Stocktaking exercise; it is a summary of the current status of the
project in Uganda. In addition to the three Country Reports, there is a Regional
Stocktaking Report. Others deal with the following components or groups of components.
Each of them has been made in three editions, one for each country, and those for
LVEMP Uganda are annexed to this report:
• Fisheries Management and Fisheries Research;
• Industrial and Municipal Waste Management, Land Use and Wetland Management;
• Water Quality Management;
• Water Hyacinth Control.
There are two other reports that arc eoncemed with, respectively, institutional and
community participation issues:
LVEMP 1 Stocktaking
• LVEMP 1: Policy and Institutional Framework;
• LVEMP 1: Community Participation.
The Uganda versions ofthese have also been appended to this report.
Uganda Report
Finally, there is a repot1 that summarizes the Scientific Findings that have come out of the
project over the past six years - and this is included as an annex of the Regional
Stocktaking Report.
Mission Members
The members ofthe Stocktaking Mission and their responsibilities were:
• Nigel Hawksworlh: Policy and Inslitutional Supporl (Team Leader)
• Ian Cowx: Fisheries Management, Fisheries Research;
• Tore Laugerud: Industrial and Municipal Waste Management, Land Use and Wetland
Management;
• Kevin Murphy: Water Hyacinth Control;
• Emst Lutz: Water Quality Management (World Bank);
• John Fox: Community Participation.
Pelformance Ratings
This report contains the summary performance ratings of the Stocktaking Mission
regarding the progress ofthe LVEMP Uganda comJlonents on the following scale:
Highly s<1tisfactory: Project achieved or exceeded all its nl(~jor relevant objectives and has achieved (or is
highly likely to achieve) substantial development results.
Satisfactory: Project achieved 1/I0st a/its major relevant objectives and has achieved (or is expected to
achieve) satisf<.lctory development results with only a few shortcomings
Marginally satisfactory: Project achieved some of its major relevant objectives, and has achieved (or is
expected to achieve) some satisfactory development results.
Unsatisfactol-Y: Projectjil/1ed to achiel.'£, must (~fits m{~iorrc1evant objectives, has not yielded and is not
expected to yield substantial development results, and lws significant shortcomings,
Highly 1IIlsatisf:.lctory: Project/ailed to (/chiel'e anyo..fifs m{~i()r relevant objectives and has not yielded
(and is not expected to yield) worthwhile development results,
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2. ASSESSMENT OF DESIGN, OBJECTIVES AND QUALITY AT
ENTRY
2.1. Project Planning
When LVEMP - in effect, three country projects with common objectives and similar
implementation structures - was planned and dcsigned during the period 1994-97 there
was a commendably high degree of stakeholder ownership of the planning process, with
the draft project documents being produced by each country.
Some training was conducted in each countly regarding the Logical Framework
Approach (LFA) in order to create a commonality of structure and design. However, as
argued in the Stocktaking Mission's LVEMP Regional RepOlt, the training does not seem
to have resulted in LFA structures that conform to the normally accepted standards. The
conventional hierarchy of dcvelopment objectivcs, immediate objectives, outputs and
activities is not apparent. No outputs are indicated. On the other hand, there are
innumerable objectives at the component level, and they appear to have increased over
time. For example, reporting using the LFA in Uganda in 2002 shows different objectivcs
for every activity, resulting in 145 pages oftables to describe the project. .
The overall project objectives, as prcscnted here in the introductOlY 'Data Box', were not
put into a LFA structure. Logframes were not made for the project as a whole, for each
counlly, or for each component. Ifthc project had been structured in a LFA hicrarchy, the
three main objectives could have been development objectives. One immediate objective
could have bcen formulated for each component, and the outputs could have been
formulated so that there was onc for each sub-component, each of which would have had
a number of activities.
Annex 4 of the Project Document has a list of project perfonnance and impact indicators.
Thcse have never bcen systematically qnantified and measured at regular intervals. In
fact, as suggested in the Regional Rcport, project management secms not to have
understood the pUl]Jose ofthcse indicators. In the Stocktaking Report produced by the
LVEMP Regional Secrctariat all these indicators appear as outputs. Achievements of the
project are thcn listed in the report, but they are not directly related to the
indicators/outputs, and in most cascs the achievements are not quanti lied or documented
in a convincing fonn. (See Annex 2 of the Regional Report for the external Stocktaking
Mission's assessmcnt ofthe achievements ofthe project in relation to the above
indicators. )
The consequence of the initial imprecise planning - and the tendency to change
component structures and objectives throughout implementation - is that it is very
difficult properly to assess whether inputs have been used efficiently and whether outputs
have been effective. And the monitoring problem is compounded by the project's
inconsistency in reporting.
2.2. Project Strategy
The overall project strategy seems to have placed emphasis on data and research, rather
than on key management issues of the lake. It has not been made clear how the data that
3
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has becn collected will be used - or evcn who will use it with regard to managemcnt
decisions about the Jake. A Managemcnt Infol1nation Systems (MIS) stratcgy was not
developed, even though each National Secretariat has a MIS officer. The MIS officers
have been used mainly for producing infonnation about thc activitics of the project. A
relevant MIS strategy would have identified who the dccision-makers are conceming thc
lake, what sort of information they need to make informed decisions, and then describc
how the infonnation was to be collcctcd, prcsentcd, distributed and followcd-up. This
would have bccn a corc clement in the planning, implemcntation and monitoring of
LVEMP.
2.3. LVI~MP Uganda Organisation and Managcmcnt
LVEMP is a projcct of large scope and great complcxity. As thc Project Document says:
"the project is designcd 10 be a mixture of information gathcring, capacity building,
institution cstablishmcnt, and actions to deal with thc environmcntal problems of the
lake ... "
2.3.1. COlllponcnts
The following table, showing the 10 componcnts and 29 sub-components and pilot
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As argucd in the Stocktaking Report on Policy and Institutional Framework, the mixture
of various types of activities described above was not prioritized. But the actual design, as
shown in the type and number of components, appears to be heavily weighted in temlS of
research and data collection, and less on dealing with actual envirolUnental problems.
Little emphasis is evident with regard to the creation of envirolUnental management tools
for the lake. There are a large number of componcnts and sub-components, which gives
the impression of the project trying to tackle numerous issues, without a sense of priority
and without a strategic vision of the outputs needed to create operational management
tools for the lake as a wholc. It is a structure ofthe project rcquired a complicatcd
supervision, budgeting and accounting system.
2.3.2. Implcmcntation Structurc
The project is implemented through the relevant line ministries, departments and
scientific institutions listcd above in the introductory Data box. Whatever staff members
are deployed from these agencies work under their nonnal governmentlinstitution
conditions of service. There is normally a task leader or head of each component.
Natiollal Secretariat
The National Secretariat, bascd in Entebbe on the Lake, comprises eight professional
staff: National Executive Secretary, Operations Officer, Procurement Officer, Community
Participation Officer, Project Accountant, Assistant Accountant, Management
Infonnation Systems Officer, and Information Assistant.
The Secretariat's functions, as defined in the Projcct Document, are a mix of planning and
coordinating field implementation, administering the flow of funds, procuring equipment,
liaising with the partner institutions, monitoring progress,. assisting in setting up data-
bases, designing and disseminating publicity matcrials.
fmp/elllelltation COli/ill it/ee
The National Executive Secretary (NES) is Chainnan of the Project Implementation
Committee, which is an intemal committee composed of task leaders, coordinators, senior
scientists and secrctarial staff. It is supposed to meet every month to review component
progress, annual plans and quarterly reports. It is a useful body for dealing with technical
implementation issues. However, the fact that it is chaired by the NES makes it an
intemal body in what is in effect a self-rcgulating project. lt was reported to thc
Stocktaking consultants that a few heads of the implementation agencies feel that an
cqual footing is lacking in terms of dialogue, coordination and facilitation. Thc structure
of the projcct appears to allow for a dominaling role ofthe NES, ifthe management style
is inelined in that direction. It is argued in the Policy and Institutional Framework Report
that a National Policy and Steering Committec, chaired by the lead Pennanent Secretary
or in rotation by the involved Permanent Secretaries, with thc NES as secretary of the
committee, would ensure eoordination and supervision at the highest possible level.
Other matters relating to Seeretariat eosts, employment conditions, budgeting and
financial flows, data management are trealed in detail in the Policy and Institutional
Framework Rep0l1.
The following chapter puts the focus on the perfol1nance of the eight components of
LVEMP Uganda - and also on the effcctiveness of its community participation strategy.
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3. ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Uganda Report
For LVEMP Uganda, as for the projects in Kenya and Tanzania, project progress has
been slower than was envisaged in the Project Document and World Bank Staff Appraisal
Report. Even without precise and measurable targets and outputs, it was apparent that the
first two years were not very productivc. Much time was takcn with the establislmlent of
the secretariats and the components, and with setting management, financial and
procurement procedures. In Uganda, as in the two other countries, it was found necessary
to extend the project closing date by two years in order to reach a stage where it would be
possible to achieve most ofthe objectives.
As argued in the previous chapter, because of the lack of adequate logframes for the
project as a whole and its components, it is difficult to assess achievement in rclation [0
defined and monitored objectives and outputs. This chapter will therefore examine the
achievements in relation to what the Stocktaking Mission has been able to deduce as
being the objectives and outputs. Each section of this chapter is a summary of the
progress of each component, as presented in the component-specific reports identified in
section 1.2 above. There is also a summary of the finding of the special report on the
community participation strategy of LVEMP Uganda.
It should also be noted that, under the title "Support to Riparian Universities", the project
has provided suppOIi to the Zoology Depaliment Makerere University, in the form of
scholarships, infrastructure and equipment.
3.1. J?isheries Management
Ol'cmll Objcctivc: To promotc, support. guide and cnsure proper management and
optimum utilization o/thefishcrics and othcr resources a/the lake lind its basin/or the
benefit a/the people 0/ the riparillll partner states.
3.1.1. Strengthening Enforcement and Closed Areas (Co-management)
Significant progress has been made in achicving the primary objective of introducing co-
managemcnt into the lakcshore fishing communities:
• The Fisheries Act has heen reviewed; a draft National Fisheries Policy for Uganda is
under review and heing discussed with stakeholders.
• Gazettement of BMUs has progressed in preparation for their role in co-management.
• Critical questions about the formation and support of beach management ullits (BMU)
are heing addressed.
• An extensive monitoring programme has been put in place and numerous gears have
been destroyed, undersized fish confiscated, persons arrested and vehicles impounded.
• Progress on harmonising legislation within the region is slow -- and his should be
completed by the end ofLVEMP 1
(Rating: Satisfactory)
3.1.2. Strcngthcning Data Collcction and III'll/nc Survcys
The sub-coniponcll! has been poorly planlled and implcmcntcd. 1lhas failcd to deli vcr 011




• A regional frame survey undertaken ill March 2002 has yet to be repOlied - despite
the availability ofthe SAMAKl database, with its specific module for the frame
survey.
• The catch assessment component of the fisheries database sub-component has failed
to materialize in Uganda - few data have been collected since the mid-90s.
• Studies to develop the CAS programme using BMUs have started but have been
hampered by inadequate planning and poor flow offunds - a simple catch assessment
protocol should be designed.
• The Stocktaking Mission recommends that database development and management
should become a central function of LVFO - and a priority under LVEMP 2.
(Rating: Marginally satisfactory)
3.1.3. Strengthening Fisheries Extension
A sub-component that covers a wide range of activitics, including awareness campaigns
about lake fisheries issues, micro-projects, aquaculture extension:
• Over 400 workshops have been carried out on aquaculture and fisheries managcment
topics.
• Most interventions have been through BMUs.
• Manuals have been distributed on fish fal1ning methods.
• But there is no strategic plan to ensure wide coverage - nor is therc a systcmatic
appraisal of activities.
• Draft National Aquaculture Action Plan document has been produced.
(Rating: Satisfactory)
3.1.4. Quality AsslII.ancc
A sub-componcnt that has a strategic role to play in the dcvelopment of Lake Victoria
fisheries (most efforts have been brought to bear on the Nile Perch fishery, but much of
the output is also relevant for tiJapia and other high value species:
• Manuals on improving fish handling practices havc been developed and distributed _
but they remain in draft form.
• Awareness raising campaigns have been mounted - leading to a more widespread use
of ice, more hygienic handling practices, reduced post-harvest losscs and improved
quality of, particularly, Nile pcreh.
• The daft regional guides for fish inspectors should be fOl1nalised and distributed.
• The laboratory for testing fish quality to met lSO standards is not fully operational
and chemicals bought under LVEMP have passed their expiry datc.
(Rating: Marginally satisfactory)
3.1.5. Fish Levy Trust
No fish levy trust, or infol1nal arrangcmcnts for collecting rcvcnucs Cromfisheries, cxist
in Uganda:
• A study by Norconsult was carried out in 2002 on current taxation and Iiecnsing
related to the fisheries indnstry - but there has been a delay in implementing the
recommended 1.5% levy.
• it is recommendcd that the Uganda and Kcnya 1'LT reports should be rcviewed- and
also consideration should be given to the inCormal procedures adopted in Tanzania.
(Rating: Marginally satisfaetOlY)
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3.1.6. Incorporation of Local Commnnitics in Fishcrics Managcmcnt
Progress has been made in sensitising and training BMUs in monitoring, surveillance and
management of fisheries - and in improving fish quality at the landing sites:
• Two stakeholder workshops have been held for the 10 districts bordering Lake
Victoria; 40 fish landing communities sensitised.
• 273 fisherfolk have been trained in busincss management and marketing skills; 4 I
micro project committees and I3 DFOs have been trained in book keeping and simple
accounting.
• A booklet on co-management has been produced and distributed to stakeholders.
• Data collection has come to a halt in pilot areas because of a lack of incentivcs.
(Rating: Highly satisfactory)
3.1.7. Miuo-Projcets
In Uganda, implementation of the micro-projects programme is tlu'ough the Fisheries
Managemcnt Componcnt. It is briefly reported on here - and also a number of concerns
about the programme are taken up in section 3. I0 below:
• A total of 40 micro-projects have been funded - out which 24 have becn completed,
An elaborate systcm has been set up for identifying and approving micro-projects
through community consultation - but it seems that the selection of projects is heavily
influenccd by the views ofthe district officials undertaking the community
sensitisation cxercises.
• With regard to the seven projects that failed to complete their activities, it is cported
that they were either under-budgeted or the community did not contributcd the
expected 10% of costs,
• The programme has increased the capacity of communities to tackle their own
problems, reduced travelling distances to health facilities, increased school
classrooms, improved sanitation on beaches - and promotcd a positive image for
LVMP Uganda.
Details of the micro-projects and the selection/supervision mechanisms are in the separate
and appended report on Community Participation in LVEMP Uganda,
(Rating: Marginally satisfactory)
OVCl"all,'ating for thc Fishel'ics Managemcnt Componcnt: Marginally satisfactory
3.2. Fishcrics Rcscarch
Ol'erall Objective,I': To provide illforlllatioll Oil the ecology of thc lakc al/(I its catci/lllclIl;
the biolog)' of ilsflora andfaulla. the impact of ellvirolllllelltal jiJctors 011 the lake system
alld socio-ecollomic implicatiOlls o.fuse of the lake resources; restoratioll alld sustaillable
survival of several elldallgered alld threatened species offish through aqu{[culturc(ish
filrlllillg; illcrease fish productioll through appropriate aquaculture tecilllolog.\' alld
practices.
3.2.1. Fish Biology and Biodivcrsity Conservation
The potential overlap with the LVFRP is recognised. The main achievements have been:
• Information on the distribution of native fish species has been collated, and some
aspects of (he biology and ecology of these species has been described.
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• There has been little analysis to explain the factors contributing to the status of the
biodiversity.
• Many papers, brochures for conferences and journals, and chapters for books have
been produced, but little ofthis infonnation is in its final published fornl.
• However, there has been good infrastructure development, related to research vessel,
aquaria in six locations, and improved display facilities at FIRRI.
• Considerable investments have been made in post-graduate training for scientists and
technicians - though there is concern about whether studies wil1 be completed.
(Rating: Satisfactory)
3.2.2. Aquaculture
The specific objective is to improve food security for the communities living in the lake
basin through improved aquaculture production and restoration of stocks of previously
imliortant commercial species of Lake Victoria. The~e are the most notable achievements:
• Inventory of potential fish farms in the regions .. "
• Rehabilitation ofKajjansi fish fann. \
• Technologies developed to breed Labeo vietorial/us.
• Increased production of Nile lilapia and C. gariepillus fi'y for distribution to fish
fanners.
• Feeds developed for L. vicloriclIIus and C. gariepil/us.
• Fish farmers trained in pond management and participating research programmes
initiated.
• Aquaculture extension material developed for fish farmers.
However, there has been little progress with the economic and financial analysis of the
efficacy of fish fanning practices - and the participatory research programme is weak. No
exit strategy has been defined - even though there seems to be only marginal Government
support for aquaculture in Uganda.
(Rating: Marginally satisfactory)
3.2.3. Socio-Economics Rcsearch
The sub-component has suffered through lack of suitably qualified staff - and the
di version of al10cated resources. Nevertheless, remarkable progress has been made in the
last two years, and the following are some of the most notable achievcments:
• About 300 socio-cconomic publications on Lake Victoria have been reviewed - but
no fonnal report produced reports.
• A survey on community involvemcnt in the fishing industry has been compiled and a
draft report produced.
• A survey, which included threc district level workshops, on the impact of fishcry
activities on fisherics resource degradation and the environment, including
trees/forests, shrubs and grass, wetlands, domestic, human and fishery wastes was
conducted and reported.
• A survey on the nutritional status, heallh and social amenitics ofthc lakcside
communities was conducted and the inf01l11ationdisseminated in three district level
workshops.... •
However, much of this output is of an academic nature and the information needs tobe
translated for use in carrying out fisheries operations or making management decisions.
Also, more effective mechanisms need to be developed for disseminating research
findings to fisherfolk and resource managers.
(Rating: Highly satisfactory)
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3.2.4. Information and Database
Remarkable progress has been made:
• The FIRRI infrastructure for infomlation collation and dissemination is now well
provided for and should be used as a model for the two other countries.
• FIRRI also has the potential for being an information provider linked to the LVFO
and act as a regional focus for all issues pertaining to information technology.
• Problems have, however, been encountered with the completion of thc Library/Data
Centre building and funds should be released to complete this action.
• Development of the SAMAKl database is ajoint initiative with the Frame
Survey/Catch Assessment sub-component under Fisheries Management, but there
appears to be little exchange between players in each sub-component.
(Rating: Highly satisfactory)
3.2.5. Water Hyacinth Research
In Uganda, the research aspects of water hyacinth control were taken up by FIRIU. The
overall objective of the component is to generate information, dcvelop methods and offer
advice to guide control of invasive weeds, especially water hyacinth, but more
specifically for the research programme to determine the impact of environmental
degradation by water hyacinth on the lake fisheries:
• CUlTentoutputs comprise a number of draft reports, papers and brochures.
• A PhD thesis is also expected by the end of2003.
• The sub-componcnt has also created awareness of the water hyacinth problem and
issues of control with lakeside communities, but studies on the soeio economic
implications of water hyacinth proliferation have not been carried out.
• Another area that has reccived little attention is why biological control of hyacinth in
rivers has not been successful.
A more detailed assessment ofLVEMP's role in water hyacinth control is given in the
report of the consultant carrying out a stocktaking of the specific componcnt - and the
summary of that report is in section 3.8.
(Rating: Satisfactory)
Ovcrall rating for the Fisheries Research Componcnt: Satisfactory
3.3. Lake Victoria Fisheries O"ganisation
LVEMP objecliJ'ejor LVFO: To establish ajill/cliol/al Secretariat/or thc LVFG.
The LVFO has becn successful is harmonising and co-ordinating fisheries activities,
ineluding activities from different donor projects. Thcy have forged partnerships betwccn
institutions and stakeholders, and have played a m~or role in helping resolve issues
pertaining to the fisheries sector, for example lifting the EU export han and cross-border
fishing. It has also played a rolc in harmonisation oflcgislation, improving IIsh handling
practices and quality control proccdurcs, and is the rcpository for thc Fisheries
Managemcnt Plan for Lake Victoria which will be implementecluncler Phase 3 of
LVFRP, These ani major achievements of the organization, but it should be recognised
that many were supported by funding from other donor agencies (e.g. EU, [DeN.
FAO/COMESA).




• The LVFO was the coordinator of the regional frame surveys in 2000 and 2002.
Unfortunately, reporting of these activities is slow and the 2002 survey results have
yet to be published.• Regional database hatmonization meetings have suggested a multi-module database
to encapsulate all environmental and biological data. Because of considerable delays,
LVFRP constructed the SAMAKl database for fisheries applications, which is being
used for the frame survey reporting. However, little other data havc becn captured,
and the wider expansion to incorporatc other biological, environmental and
sociological data has not materialised.• There has been weak hannonisation ofthe outputs of fish levy trust studies from each
country with little advice being given on the issues raised.
• LVFO was expected to produce regular fishery statistical bulletins for dissemination
to the region, but no regular output has been found, in part, presumably, because of
the lack of fonnal statistical rcporting mcchanisms in the riparian countries.
• Although the LVFO has been instrumental in coordinating several meetings and
workshops, e.g. LV 2000, a New Beginning, the first intcrnational confcrcnce on
Lake Victoria, and the first regional workshop on the Role of Women in Fisheries
Management of Lake Victoria, outpnt from these meetings is lacking.
• The quality and frequency of publications through the African Jou11lalof Tropical
Hydrobiology and Fisheries remains variable.
• There is little strategic planning of activitics with wcU defincd objcetivcs and
milestones of achievement. LVFO activities to date seem to more project driven and
they needs to focus more on the regional vision which underpins the organisation's
activities.• It is recognised that continued coUaborative efforts between LvrO and LVEMP
components in allthrec countries on activities such as the frame surveys (a regional
initiative), regional hannonization offish quality standards, and database maintenance
(fisheries statistics) may suffer without suppOli from LVEMP components,
specificaUy to fund coordination. (There is a fmiher discussion ofLVFO in section
5.1.1 _ in relation to sustainability issues.)
ovcrall rating: Mal'ginally satisfactory/satisfactory
3.4.1. Core ]'roject: Managcmcnt of Industrial and MunicipallWlncnts
• In relation to establishing the geographical location and nature of aU
factories/industrics (and any potential pollution sources) in the catchment, an
inventory has been establishcd with data for 104 industries and 103 urban centres.
Again, the foUowing summary ofthc Stocktaking Mission's findings is organised
according to sub-components or pilot projects.
Ol'emll Objective: The overall aim of the programme is 10 improve management of
indllstrial and mllnicipal effillent, {md assess the contriblllioll of lIrbml rllllOjJto lake
polllltioll ill order to desigll alleviationmeasllres.
3.4. Industrial and Municipal Wastc Managcmcnt
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• Pollution loads have bccn quantificd for 14 industrics in Kampala - but less than the
planned point-source pollution spots have been surveyed.
• Pollution loads from industrial, municipal and shorcline settlements havc been
quantificd and pollution hotspots classified.
• Zoning of pollution hotspots has been done and main pollution sources found.
(Kampala contributes up to 65 % of the organic load.)
• A management tool is in placc for asscssing the dilution/dispcrsion level of the
cffluent in the receiving water body.
• The number of people receiving relevant post-graduate and skills training is less than
anticipated.
(Rating: Satisfactory/Marginally satisfactory)
3.4.2. Intcgratcd Tertiary Industrial Efflucnt Treatment
Thc objectivc was to investigate the viability of using constructed wetlands in the tertiary
treatment of industrial waste using a pilot scale. The project's rcported achicvcments
wcre:
• An operational constructed wetland has been established.
• Operation and monitoring of the pilot plant is done and a database has bcen
established and is continuously maintained.
• Publie awareness through dcmonstration of tertiary trcatment of industrial eftlucnts
has been going on for three years.
• Papers on tertiary treatment using the pilot project have been presented in various
forums. A brochure of the pilot projcct is being prepared and a doeumentary has bcen
done pending editing.
However, aetivities are significantly delayed and there are no proper replieations so far.
(Rating: Marginally satisfaetory/Satisfactory)
3.4.3. Intcgrated Tertiary Municipal Efflnent Treatment
To investigate the viability of using a well managed natural wetland on a pilot basis in the
tertiary treatment of municipal waste, the projeet reports:
.~', • Access transects for monitoring of the wctland are regularly maintaincd.
• Baseline data on the water quality of the stabilisation ponds, in the ,vetland and in the
Napoleon Gulf are collected.
• Wetland vegctation and socio-economic activities around the wetland are
documented. Construction of the wastewater distribution system is complete and is
being optimised.
Howevcr, activities have been significantly delaycd; there has been no proper
documentation of results; and no replicability has been initiated.
(Rating: Satisfactory/Marginally satisfactory)
3.4.4. Priority Waste Management Investmcnts
Thc levcl of ambition of this sub-componcnt was significantly scaled down through l'C-
formulatcd objectivc to rehabilitate the Bugolobi Treatment Works:
• Activities have been delayed and there is still a non-compliance with standards.
• Two generators have not beel] commissioned and the dosing unit has been taken out.
(Rating: Marginally satisfactory)




3.5. Land Usc Management
Uganda Reporl
Overall Objectil'e: Develop appropriate land use practices involving both soil and water
conservation and use oj agricultural chemicals that will reduce land degradation and
nutrient and sediment loading into water systems, and enhance the productivity oj land
and water to ensure their sustainable utilisation.
3.5.1. Core Project: Integrated Soil and 'Vater Conservation
• Progress has been made with quantification of soil erosion and nutricnt loss from a
range ofland use practices, through PRA exercise in selected micro-catchments, but
post-graduate theses are still outstanding.
• A number ofrelcvant micro-projects have been promoted, but no proper synthesised
repOlis on interventions have been produced.
• Good progress has been made in sensitising communities on the importance of soil
and water conservation - through demonstrations, field days for fanners and schools,
publications, posters and a video - but more areas need to be covered.
(Rating: Satisfactory)
3.5.2. Management of Pollntion Loading into Lake Victoria
• In establishing baseline data on nntrients loading in the main rivers in the catchment,
the project reports that three hydro-stations were constructed in Kakuuto & Kyotera
sub-eounties and river discharge patterns established, as were trends in pollution loads
from agricultural land.
• 25 rain gauges established in Rakai and Mayuge districts; a climatic weather station
established and equipped at Rakai district headquarters; the rainfall data collected has
been analysed and passed onto district and other stakeholders for use and planning.
• Preliminary reports on land resource inventories and land use/cover reconstruction
and mapping have been produced, and detailed land use maps are still being
developed. However, the database repOli is still to be produced.
• Four post-graduate studies have been supported.
• Preliminary reports on Jand resource inventories have becn produced.
(Rating: Margina lIy satisfactory)
3.5.3. Assessment of th~ Role of Agroehemicals in ]'ollution
• A database of agrochemicals is in place and is being updated.
• An information bulletin is being produced.
• Field trials to monitor movement/persistence/transformations of selected herbicides
have been calTied out at Kakira Sugar Estate - but the final reporting is outstanding.
Workshops/seminars are regularly held for sensitising dealers/stockists, extension
workers and other stakeholders on the safe handling and use of agro-chemicals.
Information is disseminated through journal articles, confercncc papers,
posters/brochures and a video documcntmy (aired on national stations).
• It is claimed that the component changed the Government's mind on the re-
introduction of DDT for malaria control.
(Rating: Satisfactory/Marginally satisfactory)





Core project objectil'es: To develop an inventory and classification of the wetlands,
monitor nutrient loading in priority areas, simulate the changes of bufJeringjimction
associated with threats to the wetland resources, assess the economic value of buffering
jililctions, and prepare guidelines and investment proposals for introducing wastewater
ill/a wetlands, as well as rehabilitation and artificial wetland construction,
3.6.1. COI'CProjcct: lluffcJ"ing Capacity ofWctlands
• The project reports that all wetlands in the catelunent have been inventoried and
mapped, but the report and map compilation remain,
• A cost benefit analysis of the Lake wetlands has been completed, andthc report will
bc disseminated in a 'popular fonn' to the public and politicians.
• A number of awareness raising activities have been launched about thc nature and
consequences of threats to the wetlands - through such means as radio spot mcssages,
bill boards public meetings and the devclopmcnt of District Wctland Managcmcnt
Action Plans - but perhaps not enough attcntion has been paid to thc action plans, and
the impact of the awarencss raining campaigns has not bcen cvaluatcd.
(Rating: Marginally satisfactory)
3.6.2. Sustainablc Usc of \Vclland Products
The project is dcsigned to cstimatc the cconomic bcncfits from wetlands products (fish,
papyrus, reeds, clay, livestock grazing, and agricultural products), dcvelop managcment
strategies for their sustainable use, and for the rehabilitation of specific degraded
wetlands, evolve strategies for community participation in sustainablc use, initiatc pilot
activities to demonstrate this usc, and strengthen capacity of local NGOs and CBOs to
undertake wise use activities:
• Inthrce pilot areas, there has been a documentation of public attitudes to wetland
products,
• Background data has been collcctcd [or the formulation of marketing strategics. But
managemcnt and marketing stratcgies are still outstanding.
• Numerous demonstrations have becn given on the use of wetlands resources - but thc
concentration has been on handicrafts.
(Rating: Marginally satisfactory)
3.7. Catchmcnt Affol'cstation
Ol'erall objectil'es: To protect vital parts of the lake catchment bv planting trees, illcrease
awareness alllong cOllllllunitics on catchment protection and trccfill'llling, dn'C/o!, local
seed sources, improve lIlanagement of existing/or est reserVes and create new reserl'es,
alld conserve forest biodiversity.
• ]n improving forest reserves, the projcet reports: identification of six forest reserves
[or rehabilitation; replanting 0[223.5 ha of degraded forest areas; reopening and
maintaining 20 kJn boundary length of Mwiri and Nabanga forest reserves; protection
activities in some 670 ha of [orcs! reserve - and related protection activities
• No new forest reserves have yet been crealed, owing to legal constraints,
• In promoting the conservation of forests outside forest reserves, there has been
stakeholder sensitisation through mass media and exhibitions during public events;
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promotion of on-farm tree growing by establishing and maintaining a total of 3.7 ha
of on-station agro-foreslly dcmonstration plots and some on-falln dcmonstration
establishments; preparation of two Community Action and Management Plans for
rehabilitation in Rakai district; technical and material SUPPOIt offercd to various
stakeholders for the establishment of plantations outside forest reserves.
• In strengthening institutional and stakeholder capacity for the effective management
of forests, equipment has been procured for district forestry extension staff and
participating community groups.
• In promoting tree growing, materials and technical support have been to local
communities, groups and institutions for tree secdlings production and managcment in
27 tree nurseries; 10 ccntral nurserics have becn established and the ownership of five
have been divested to local stakeholders, with an average seasonal production
capacity of 80,000 seedlings.
Overall rating: Satisfactory
3.8. Water Hyacinth Control
Overall objective: To establish sllstainable long-term capacity for maintaining control of
water hyacinth and othcr invasive weeds in the Lake Victoria Basin.
The main objective was clearly achieved, within the limits imposed by pollution problems
on the lake, resolution of which problems were outside the remit of the component. The
residnal hotspots of water hyacinth infestation, largely related to these nutrient-polluted
areas have, however, been clearly identi.fied during Phase I, and sensible plans have been
put forward to deal with the problem in a long-term sustainable man ncr during Phase 2.
The following are the main findings related to the four sub-components or "elements":
• Biological control: G of the 7 objectives were achieved with "Highly Satisfactory" or
"Satisfactory ratings". The seventh objective (reducing weed inputs from the Kagera
River to the Lake) was only "Marginally Satisfactory". However, useful lessons werc
leamed, and the work done has elearly identified this issuc as one which needs
considerable additional managcment attention, and research activity, during Phase 2.
• Mechanical/manual/chemical control programme: both of the main objectivcs
(mechanical and manual control) were achieved and, despite a few minor problems,
their outcome can be considered 'Highly satisfactory".
• Supervision, dissemination, legislation and public awareness: for this component,
with its very elear and concretc main objective, it could be argued that success in
meeting these subsidiary objectives has a relatively low priority, and less effort has
gone towards activities aimed at meeting these objectives.
3.9. Water Quality and Quautity Mouitoring
Development objcclives: To delermine Ihe level of ellimphicalion oflhe lake; to oblaill
data all sedimellts parliclliale and to mOllitor vcrtical sedimellt profiles of dissolved alld
particII/ate nlltrients; to IInderstand how the hydrodynamics of the Lake affeclthe nlltriellt
loading/mixillg, (fIld the flora {/lId.(rlllna; to qllalltifj'll'aler inflows alld
Olltjlows/evaporaiioll; 10 develop simlliatiollmodels oftlte dYl/amics Ofl/lllriellts alld
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phytoplankton which then would be used to predict eutrophication control programmes
and pollution intervention strategies.
3.9.1. Corc projcct: Eutrophication
• An in-lake water quality monitoring system has been establishcd, consisting of28
stations jointly designed by Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda.
• Data collection reach cd its high point during thc period ofthe COWl contract (20
months period in 2000 and 200 I), when three workshops were held during which the
countries shared their available data at that time, and when a significant report was
prodnccd.
• Thc laboratory is in good working condition with appropriate equipment, but with
inadequate number of samples for analysis.
(Rating: Satisfactory)
3.9.2. Pilot Pl"Ojcct: Scdimcntation
This was initially implemented by Makererc University. Bccause of implementation
problems it was transfcrred to the Watcr Resources Management Department:
• For the COWl work rough estimates were produced.
• Samples are being taken monthly in the three major rivers but sampling in the Lake
has been intermittent due to limited availability of research vessels or other
constraints. Analysis of samples is weak.
(Rating: Marginally satisfactory)
3.9.3. Hydraulic Conditions
During the COWl consultancy, much data was collected, shared in three workshops with
the other countries, and then integrated.
Since then (November 200 I) data continues to be collected, but only in iLTegularintervals
because of the constrained availability of a research vessel and also flow of funds
problems.
Data is being collected using an advanced system, but the data cannot be analyzed due to
lack of a softwarc package.
(Rating: Unsatisfactory)
3.9.4. Water Quantification
Uganda operates thrce metcrological and thrce river discharge stations. Ideally, monthly
measurcmcnts shonld bc taken, but because of various constraints only about six
measurements arc being taken each year. Up to the arrival of COWl, no work was donc
together by the countries. During the COWl period, inllows and outflows were estimated.
(Rating: Marginally satisfactory)
3.9.5. Water Quality Model
• A Watcr Quality Framework Model consisting of three modules (hydrodynamic,
watcr quality, and watcr hyacinth) has bccn dclivcrcd by thc consultants (Dclft
Hydraulics in association witll HydroQual).
• Preliminary calibration has been calTied out, but as of today the model is not
operational. It secms to be too complicated- simplificd input and output modules
should be devcloped and staff training undertaken, but it is unlikely that this work can






The separate report on the community participation strategy of LVEMP Uganda reviews
the progress and achievements made with the range of micro-projects that were promoted
through the Fisheries Management Component and that have been referred to in section
3.1.7 above. The report also records the many other positive community participation
initiatives taken by those other components that involve community-based activities.
What follows is a summary of four key findings of the Stocktaking Mission.
3.10. Community Participation
3.10.1. Programme Design and StaffingThat the Community Participation Officer in Uganda, as in Kenya and Tanzania, was not
appointed until after two years into the implementation of the project meant that it has
been very difficult to exercise a stimulating and coordinating role - on behalf of
community participation _ across the different components. Also, there have been no
opportunities so far for the three CPOs to meet, share ideas and materials.
3.10.2. Micro-Project Programme Focus1n Uganda a wide angle view has been taken in the selection of micro-projects. Of the 40
projects, seven have been related to health facilities and four to schools. 1\ seems, from
field visit observations, that such projects are being implemented without the application
of sufficient technical expertise and without the provision of necessary staff and
cquipment _ especially when there has been insufGcient consultation with either the
Ministry of Health or the Ministly of Education. A second concem is that such initiatives
overlap with other community development projects in the target areas. And a third
conce11l is that a demonstration opportunity has been lost for focusing the micro-projects
programme on activities that mirror the environmental conservation and resource
utilisation objectives of LVEMP.
3.10.3. Linkages with Local Government Structures
Despite statements in the operational manual that the micro-projects programme would,
in keeping with the Government's commitment to decentralisation, be promoted in
relation to "existing structures and community development programmes" and would "act
through and with full support of participating District Councils", in practice there seems
to have been a tendency to hold off what is regarded as "political interference".
3.10.4. Capacity BuildingThe community project implementation committees (CPICs) have all received some
training related to such basics as business skills and bookkeeping. And there have been
numerous workshops, for both communities and technical staff, on various conservation
issues and techniques. But relatively little has been done to equip the front-line technical
or extension staff with the project-support communication skills related to the stimulation
and coordination of community participation in the planning and management of
development projects. Moreover, if LVEMP had worked more elosely with local
authorities, then to build the comn1Unity consultation and community development skills
of front-line extension staff, district-based technical staff, and also councillors, would
have meant a greater chance of the community participation aspects of LVEMP being
sustained.
Overall rating: Marginally satisfactory
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4. MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION AND
OUTCOME
4.1. General Factors
There are five gcneral factors that have significantly influenced the implementation and
outcome ofLVEMP Uganda:
4.1.1. Flawed Planning Process
The project planning process, using a flawed logical framcwork approach, has resulted in
a lack of precise objectives and outputs whose impact can be measured by indicators.
This has led the project to conccntrate on individual activities, which have not been
bound together by a strategy leading to the overall objectives.
4.1.2. Research Focus
The design of the project and subsequent adjustments through the Mid-Term Revicw and
thc Supervision Missions has maintained the project primarily as a data collection and
research orientated exercise. The lack of an overall strategy leading to a sct of
management tools for the Lake is the reason why data is still not focused on creating an
integrated on-going assessment of the state of the Lake.
4.1.3. Un-prioritised Reporting
Project design has affected the subsequent project reporting, which does not give the
external observer a precise picture of achievements. This has a negative effect on the
external perception ofthe project and its outcome.
4.1.4. Delayed Procurement and Disbursement
During the flrst five years of the project, despite a slow start, the flow of funds,
procurement and auditing have been in general been satisj~lctory. Disbursement has not
been a problem until 2003. However, it is now a major problem becausc of the delay in
approval from the Ugandan Parliament.
4.1.5. Unstable staffing patterns
The project has not been able to adjust to the on-going decentralisation process in Uganda
in a manner that would ensure no disruption of project activities. Decentralisation,
restructuring and retrcnchment in the civil service have resulted in a reorganisation of the
district administrations. This has led to a rcmoval of some staff that had been engaged on
part-time data collection for the project. An example is catch data from fishing landing
sites, which has virtually stopped because the district staff arc now not available to do
this.
4.2. Project-Specific Factors
4.2.1. Fisheries Management and Fisheries Research
• Scnior personnel away from the project for extend periods oftim'e whilst training.
• Lack of suitably trained personnel, especially in the t1cld of socioeconomics.
• Failure to appraisal the outcomes/impact of the various activities, and lack of follow
up of extension activities, especially for aquaculture
18
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• Inadequate appraisal of budgets for micro-projects; pow sensitisation ofthe
communities over the expected problems and potential benefits associated with micro-
projects; delays in the processing of payments to communities due to lack of funds in
the project special account.
• Weak feedback ofinfonnation to the stakeholders.
4.2.2. Industrial and Muuicipal Waste Management; Land Use Management,
Wetlands Management and Catchment Afforestation
• Lack of competent institutional staff at the start-up of the various activities that,
together with the lack of equipment, vehiclcs, etc, caused delays for up to two years;
and the high staffing turnover (notably in the Catchment AfforesUltion Component)
has caused some confusion and marked delays in the activities.
• That several key staff members were sent abroad for higher training caused delays
and fhlstration amongst the remaining staff.
• Divisive consequences of the cnvy felt by office-based staff for those who benefit
from travel allowances.
• Lack of data compilation and synthesising/repOliing from the monitoring activities
(notably pollution loading, run-off testing, etc.) seems to be (at least partly) due to the
fact that the components in question are too much steered/influenccd by "scientists
and researchers", and not by "practical implementers".
4.2.3. Water Hyacilith Control
• The speed with which the weed problem was brought under control was quite rapid
but by no mcans exceptional. The well-undertaken active release programme was, in
the Stocktaking Mission's view, a major contributory factor which aided this rapid
control.
• The situation in the hotspots reprcscnts a combination of factors that have impeded
success in these areas. A lack of adequate baseline knowledge of the spatial
distribution of nutrient-enriched water conditions in the lake (which were not the
remit of the component to assess, and for which few data were available anyway in
the 1990s) would have made it difficult or impossible to predict how the agents would
respond under varying conditions.
4.2.4. Water Quality and Quantity Monitoring
• In common with other components ofLVEMP Uganda, this component highlights







5.1.1. Lake Victo.-ia Fishel'ies Organization (LVFO)
As described in section 3.3 above, LVEMP Uganda has supported the establishment of
the LVFa, which is now part of the East African Community as an autonomons regional
body coordinating the harmonization ofmeasurcs to promote the sustainable utilization of
fisheries resources. The LVEMP project of support to LVFa is considered complete.
Funding was provided as a grant through GEl', and tenninated as planned at the end of
2002.1-I0wever, sustainability is not assured, as there is a shortfall of about 50% to cover
the operational expenses of the organisation. The member states have increased their
contribution fj'om USD 70,000 to USD 100,000 each per year, but that covers only half of
the projected 2003/04 budget. Staff salaries, benefits and allowances constitute 76% of
the 2002/03 budget. A deficit ofUSD 193,000 is projected in 2003/04. The LVEMl'
National Secretariat considers that LVEMP has done what it should and it is now np to
the member states to cover the operational costs. The Stocktaking Mission considers it
surprising that no ammgements were made to ensure some continuity of supPoli for
LVFa after the termination ofLVEMP. It appears that the staffing pattelll and costs can
and must be streamlined if large deficits arc to be avoided. The Stocktaking Mission finds
that LVFa should take the initiative in getting th,¥.,$takeholders in sustainable lake
management, including the World Bank, the Eu:;\ild the three governments, to discuss
possible scenarios for its future.
5.1.2. The Fish Levy Trust
The LVFa sub-component oflhe Fisheries Management Component was intended to set
up a mechanism for collection of revenues (i'om fisheries activities that were to be
earmarked for sustainable management oCthe resources of the Lake, including support to
LVFa. As discussed under 3.1.5 above, this sub-component has not produced the desired
output.
5.1.3. Capacily Buildiug
Capacity building has taken place through the provision of academic and other t)1les of
training in the form of seminars, regional visits, short courses and long-term post-
graduate degree courses for a large number of the professionals associated with
implementation of the project. Capacity building in the form of training was provided for
under each component. Each implementing agency provided an annual training pi<m,
which was coordinated by the National Secretariat and approved by the World Bank.
There was budget provision for 5 PhDs, 33 Masters, 200 stakeholder workshops and 650
short-term and on-the-job training opportunities. Howcvcr, the Stocktaking Mission finds
that thc training plans were not based on a training necds assessment thaI took into
account the enl'ironmentalmanagement needs of the lake. A more systematic approach to
capacity building would havc directed the project towards creating sustainable structures
and procedures related to management of the lake.
5.1.4. Policy and Regulatory Framework
Thcre has not bccn a systematic attcJlJpt to create cnvironmentalmanagcmcnt policics,
proccdurcs and rcgulations for thc lakc, cxccpt in thc case of fisheries iegisl,ltion thaI was
idcntificd as a sub-col1lponcnl althe time ofprojcct design. Such an allcl1lpt would have
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been an integral part of project stratcgy iftherc had been some focus on management
.aspects of the lake, rather than the focus being largely on research and data collection.
5.1.5. Secretariat
LVEMP 1 was not designed to create a sustainable Secretariat, and there was no such
need at that time. A phasing-out and sustainability strategy will be appropriate in the last
phase of support for LVEMP in order to ensure that Uganda can sustain an appropriate
structure for environnlental management of the Lake.
5.2. Component-Specific Factors
5.2.1. Fisheries Management and Fisheries Rseraeh
• Draft National Fisheries Policy, now under rcview, would update legislation and
empower BMUs to undel1ake management, but they will need continuous support.
• Since many of the sub-components were largely research orientated and therefore
sustainability is difficult to evaluate. They are largely funded from external sources
and thus time-limited. Without such donor interventions they are unlikely to be
sustainable in the long teml, unless an altemative funding mechanism is found.
5.2.2. Industrial and Mnnicipal Waste Management, Land Usc Management,
\Vetlands Management, Catchment Afforestation
• There is a need for increased law enforcement to create incentives for actions.
• Promotion of integrated soil and water conservationl11easure demands continuous
awareness raising activities.
• With regard to agrochemicals, a countrywide quality control systcm is needed.
• In relation to the buffering capacity of wetlands, there is a need for guidelines to be
put in place. And in relation to the sustainable use of wetlands products, some good
examples could be replicated ~ but there is a need for sound market analysis.
• For afforestation schemes, activities will not be sustainable as log as the project is
buying the bulk of the seedlings produced in the nurseries. But the policy of handing
the nurseries to private groups should contribute to sustainability.
5.2.3. Water Hyacinth Control
• The successful introduction of insect bio-control agents should result in self-
sustaining low levels of water hyacinth growth around most ofthe shoreline zone of
the Lake which is vulnerable to aquatic weed growth.
• This situation is less sustainable under the present management regime in the water
hyacinth hotspot areas, where continued active management by mechanical and
manual control mcasures is nceded.
5.2.4. Water Quality and Quautity Monitoring
• The continued collection of data is not assured beyond Phase I without donor
funding; given the research nature ofthc work, grant fuuding would be appropriate.
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6. BANK AND BORROWER PERFORMANCE
6.1. Bank
Ugnnda Report
The Bank was not solely responsible for design of the project. In fact there was a
commendably high degree of stakeholder ownership of the process, with the drafi
documents being produced by each country. However, quality assurance fi'om the Bank
could have ensured that thc projcct was dcsigned to be more manageable, that there was a
proper a Logical Framework Approach, and that it was focused on the high priority
ISSUCS.
Supervision by the Bank has been done annually. Supervision/reviews ofprojccts should
provide critical new thinking that continuously guides the project towards its objcctives.
The objectives ofthe project are very broad, so there is ample room for relevant new
initiatives and approaches towards reaching the objectives. This docs not appear to have
happened to much extent. The supervision mission rcports have been detailed comments
on on-going activities. In this regard they have been useful for the implementation staff,
especially after the Mid-Term Review when the reports started to summarize actions to be
taken in tables and then followed-up on these in the next report. What was lacking was
new thinking, and references to best practices and lessons learned from similar activities
in the region. There may have been a problem of too much continuity in the supervision
missions. The same persons participated again and again, and the result appears to be too
much repetition. A more open supervision process might, for example, have seen the
necessity for a data management strategy leading to regular reporting on the state oflhc
environment of the lake.
The supervision mission reports are difficult reading for persons not intimately familiar




There has been an appropriate and reasonably effective role and institutional sctting of the
National Secretariat in rclation to the project implemcnting agcncies. The implementing
agencies have been the technically qualified line ministries and their departments. It can
be expected that project procedures and results have to a certain extent been disscminatcd
into and accepted by these parent institutions. The Secretariat has been criticizcd by some
component mangers for bcing too dominating and interfcring in implementation matters,
rather than bcing facilitating. The wcakness in the managcmcnt structure was thc lack of a
national steering committce composed ofhigh-lcvel represcntatives of the implementing
agencies, whieh would havc made for morc equal relationships.
6.2.2. Financial Issucs
The normal 10% contribution required by the Bank was reduced to 5% in the case of
Uganda. The 5% only applies to specified implcmcntation expenses. Items not covered
include consultancies, training and foreign procurement. The Stocktaking Mission was
not able to obtain exact figures on (hc GOD disbursements. Thc paymcnts should have
been released monthly, but there have been some delays.
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The original IDA and GEF budget was USD 25.2 million. The revised budget after SDR
exchange rate losses amounted to USD 23,073,000. Expenditure up to the end of March
2003 was USD 22,371,000. It can be expected that the remaining funds were spent by the
time of the Stocktaking Mission visit in June 2003. Activities have tIie'refore come to a
virtual standstill because the supplementary credit is not yet available.
A Supplementary IDA Credit was agreed upon in July 2002 ofUSD 4.5 million. It should
have covered the costs of the two year extension period up to mid-2004. Official
clearance from the Bank came in November. There is a Ugandan requirement that the
credit be approved by the Cabinet and Parliament in order to fulfil the Bank requirement
for a legal opinion. Cabinet approval came in January 2003, and it was sent to Parliament
in the first week of Febmaty. At the time of the Stocktaking Mission in June 2003
approval was still being sought from a Parliamentary Committee, after which a resolution
will be submitted to Parliament. This delay has led to the virtual stop of project activities.
The funds were expected to be used for the two year extension period, and will now be
requircd to bc disburscd at a vcry high rate over a period of one year or less when
approval finally comes.
Procurement has followed the GOU and Bank requirements. The procedures are lengthy.
Thc Bank is involvcd in giving "no objcctions" throughout thc process of all good
purchase over USD 50,000, and is involved in the contracting of all consultants.
Following the con-ect procurement procedures has not been a problem, but there have
problems with purchase of the wrong equipment and an unsuitable boat for fisheries
research. The problem appears to be not making and checking the correct specifications,
and a lack of effective communication between the Secretariat and the implementing
agencIes.
Audits have been catTied out in accordance with GOU procedures. They have been done
within the time limits set by thc Bank.
The delay in having the Supplementary Credit approved in Uganda is a disturbing sign. Il
looks as if it will take at least five months to get it through Parliament. This indicates that
Parliament does not consider it a priority, and perhaps also that the project does not enjoy
a sufficient degree of political understanding and support. This is sUiprising considering





The following general conclusions ofthe Stocktaking Mission emerge from the
experience of LVEMP 1 - and they are selected in as much as they havc a bearing on the
planning of LVEMP 2. Conclusions related to the individual components are presented in
the specific component reports.
• Consideration should be given to ensuring high level accountability and coordination
of the project through the creation ofa National Policy and Steering Committce.
• Consideration should be given to placing emphasis on the coordinating and
facilitating roles ofthe NES, rather than on direct leadership.
• Project design should identify the high priority issues in relation to environmental
management ofthe Lake, and then concentrate activities in those arcas.
• Project design should be based on a Logical Framework Approach that conforms to
international standards and which is understood and used by all project professional
staff.
• Project design should include a few outputs and proccss indicators for the functioning
of the Secretariat. Total administration costs should be restricted to 10-12% of the
budget.
• Project design for LVEMP 2 should include a sustainability strategy for the
Sccretariat to come into effect when extcrnal suppoJi terminates.
• Project design should prioritise the role of the Secretariat in data management with
the focus of collating and synthesizing data into an annual State ofthe Lake report. In
addition, data should be collected and analysed only in relation to a clear Management
Infonnation System that deli vcrs the appropriate data to relevant decision-makers.
• Project activities should be coordinated with the work programmcs of projects funded
by other donors.
• Capacity building should be more strategically driven and based on a training needs
assessment conducted in the light of projcct priorities.
• Guidclines on reporting formats should be developcd - for use by both the project allli
the Bank.
• In a project that is not only eoncemed with the collection and analysis of scientiJic
data - but also with raising public awareness and influencing management decisions -







Arusha is halfway, between Cape Town and Cairo, straddles Mount
Meru, in the land of the Massai. Formerly an old trading post, Arusha
today is the administrative centre for a large and important area,
producing Coffee, Wheat, Sisal, Pyrethrum, Sugar, Textiles, Dairy
products and Horticulture. It is also the country's Tourist centre due to
its close proximity to Serengeti, Ngorongoro, Lake Manyara and Mout
Kilimanjaro National Parks.
2. How to reach Arusha
Kilimajaro International Airport is a 40-minutes drive Eastward to
Arusha Town.
From Uganda one can fly directly to Arusha on Air Tanzania (in joint
partnership with South African Airways). You can also make flight
connections via Nairobi or Dar-es-Salaam, which have flight connection
with Arusha.
3. Accommodation
Accommodation in Arusha is available in any of the following hotels:
HOTEL NAME RATES TEL. NUMBER
1. Novotel Mount Meru 2508320/2508804/508737
2. Impala Hotel 2508449/2508451
3. New Arusha Hotel 2508541/5
4. New Safari Hotel 2503561
5. Hotel seventy-seven 2508054/2503802
6. Mountain Village Lodge 2502699/2502799
7. Arusha Resort Centre 2508333
8. Hotel Dik-Dik 2508110
9. Hotel A.M. 2507873/2507816
10. Golden Rose Motel 2508862/2508861
"'11. Eland Motel --------b'~- 2507868/2508892
12. Manor Hotel 2503750
13. L. Oasis 2507089/0811-510531
14. IIboru Safari Lodge 2507834
15. Hotel des Moines Tel. Numberto be providedlater.
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Rooms may also be rented at the Italian Restaurants, Mezzaluna,
Spices & Herbs Ethiopian Restaurant etc. For more information, please
contact the Tanzania Tourist Board Information Centre; Tel: 007-
27-250384213, Fax: 007-27-508256, Arusha.
4. Restaurants .
There is a growing number of good. Restaurants in Arusha Town. Ali
hotels have Restaurants within their premises. In addition, there are
Chinese restaurants, namely; Everest, Shanghai and Mandarin, Italian
Restaurant Messaluna, an Indian Tandor Restaurant, Massa'i Camp, a
quasi - Mexican outfit, chez nany French restaurant, Spices & Herbs,
Ethiopian Restaurant and several sma Ii establishment with iocal dishes
and ever present "nyama choma" - charcoal grilled meat barbecues.
5. Shopping
The main shopping streets are Sokoine and the road between the Clock
Tower and Goliondoi. Here you can find "makonde carvings". Batiks,
Maasai bead necklaces, meerschaum pipes and Gemstones - the
famous Tanzanite Gemstones are also available.
6, Recreation
The New Arusha Hotel, Novetel Mount Meru, Hotel Tanzanite and Dik-
Dik, have good swimming pools which visitors may use at a smali fee -
(no charge to hotel residents). Boating and fishing is available by
arrangement, during weekends, at Lake Duluti. Golf and Tennis courts
are available at the Gymkhana and AICC Clubs. There is a Casino in
town one may dance to live and disco music at several places,
including Hotel seventy seven, Heart to Heart Club and the Mawingu
Club.
7. Worship
There are several Temples, Mosques and Churches, to cater for most
of the world's main religions. Although most services are conducted in
Kiswahili, the Anglican Church, Catholic Church and Holy Spirit Church,
have special services in English.
8. Transport within the Town
There are Taxi services in various parts of the town. However, for more
reliable and secure service, it is advisable to inquire at your hotel
reception.
course.
various comments from governments. You will find enclosed. the following copies of
repons:- The National (Uganda) Stocktaking Report: the Scientitic Stocktaking Report
by Prof Robert Hecky: and the Vision and Strategy Report for Lake Victoria Basin.
Please send in your comments, if any, to the Secretariat not later than Monday 11th
August, 2003.
The main other purpose of writim: this letter to vou is to formallv inform vou that vou
have been selected to be among the group of people that will travel to Arusha for the
workshop. The group will leave for Arusha on 7th September 2003 and return home
either on 11th or 12th September. 2003.
The Project will be responsible for your trawl and daily subsistence allowance for the
period of your stay in Arusha. the workshop. You will. however. be responsible for
tinding your own accommodation and for all local transport such as from Kilimanjaro
airpol1 to and from Arusha town. and daily from your hotel to the workshop venue. A
brief information guide about Arusha town is also enclosed. As there will be many
people in Arusha that week. you are advised to make your own advance bookings using
the hotel telephones provided.
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